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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The starting point of this work is [17] where K.D. Elworthy and 
A. Truman obtained a probabilistic representation of the Heat Kernel 
of a complete Riemannian manifold with a pole relative to the differential 
operator ^A + V where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M and V i s a  
potential term on M supposed continuous and bounded above. The purpose 
of Chapter I is to generalize the above situation by obtaining a 
probabilistic representation of the Dirichlet Heat Kernel of any open 
set U ^  EKCut(y) star-shaped from y £ M and with smooth boundary where 
Cut(y) is the cut-locus of H at y E M. The Heat Kernel is relative to 
the more general differential operator L = ^A + b + V where b is a smooth 
vector field on M. The techniques used to achieve this include those 
used in [17] and [37J. This also generalizes the Heat Kernel Formula 
obtained in [37]. As an important application, we are able to obtain 
Heat Kernel formulae for the Euclidean n-sphere Sn and the Real Projective 
Space RPn.
In Chapter II we generalize Geodesic Normal Coordinates to Fermi 
Coordinates defined by A. Gray in [20], The techniques of Chapter I 
carry over to here where the notion of the Semi-Classical Brownian 
Riemannian Bridge from a point x € M^-Cut(y) to another point y £ M is 
replaced by the more general notion of the Semi-Classical Brownian 
Riemannian Bridge from a point x £ MQ to a submanifold N c  MQ where 
(exp'\ Mq) is a Fermi Chart about the submanifold N. We obtain an 
Integral Formula for the Heat Kernel i.e. the probabilistic representation 
of the Integral of the Heat Kernel (supported by a function of compact 
support) over the submanifold N of M. The representation involves the
-vi-
submanifold Bridge Process mentioned above. Then applying the Integral 
Formula via a Riemannian submersion Theorem in £14J we obtain formulae 
of Heat Kernels for the 2n-dimensional Complex Projective Space <EPn and 
the 4n-dimensional Quaternionic Projective Space HPn. These formulae are 
given in terms of Euclidean Brownian Bridges.
Chapter III consists of an Exact and Asymptotic Expansion formulae for 
the Integral of the Heat Kernel (supported by a.function of compact support) 
over the submanifold N. These provide a double generalization of the 
expansions in £37J: The pole y is generalized to a submanifold N of M 
and the manifold M itself is replaced by the tubular neighbourhood MQ of 
N in M. The Chapter closes by combining the Integral Formula of Chapter 
II, the Expansion Formulae and a submersion Theorem (Theorem (3.2) of 
Chapter fif) to obtain expansions for the density Pt(-,-) of n(zt) when 
ir:M -► B is a submersion between manifolds and (zt)0 s t s + ® is a 
diffusion process on M.
In Chapter IV we specialize the situation of Chapter III by taking 
N = {y>. Thus the tubular neighbourhood MQ of N is reduced to the ordinary 
normal neighbourhood U «= FKCut(y). We thus recover the Heat Kernel Formula 
of Chapter I then an Exact and an Asymptotic Expansion Formulae (for small 
time) for the Dirichlet Heat Kernel p^(x,y) and for p^(x,y) (when x and y 
are not too far apart in M). Again this is a generalization of the situation 
1n I37J. Then some applications of the Asymptotic Expansion are obtained: 
First we obtain identities by comapring coefficients of the small time 
Asymptotic Expansion of the Integral of the Heat Kernel and coefficients 
obtained by Integrating term by term the small time Asymptotic Expansion 
of the Heat Kernel of a Cartan-Hadamard Manifold. Next we obtain some
vi i -
identities by comparing coefficients obtained by the above small time 
Asymptotic Expansion and Mil son's formula for the Hyperbolic n-space. 
Lastly we have the H.P. McKean and I.M. Singer expansion (C30J) where we 
compute the first three coefficients of the expansion in terms of the 
curvature of the manifold at y e M. A "raw” expression for the fourth 
coefficient is obtained to close the Chapter (and the Thesis).
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CHAPTER I : THE HEAT KERNEL FORMULA IN A GEODESIC CHART 
§0. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a connected complete n-dimensional Riemannian manifold.
2 2 2Let t  = i^-A + vi b + y V be a second order differential operator on M 
where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator, b a smooth vector field and V 
a continuous potential term which we suppose bounded above. Lastly V 
will denote the gradient operator on M.
Let (exp^U) be a geodesic chart on M centred at y € M where U has 
smooth boundary and lies in a set star-shaped from y. Star-shaped here 
means that for each x in the set, there exists a unique geodesic joining 
x and y and lying entirely in the set.
Let pU?w x be the Dirichlet Heat Kernel of U relative to the operator 
L.
We will make the following notations: 
ey(x) = Idety Tv expy |
where expy(v) = x i.e. 6y is the Jacobian determinant of the exponential 
map expy.
By(x) = exp { <b(y(s), y (s )>Y(S)dsJ (°*2)
where y 1s the unique goedeslc from x £ II to y parametrized to take time 1 
Cy(x) ■» By(x) 0yJ(x) (0.3)
-2-
qt(x,y) = (2irty2 ) -n /2
2y t
(0.4)
where d is the distance compatible with the Riemannian metric on M.
Let Cut(y) be the Cut-locus of M at y e M and let S s < (t a ;u )
be the inhomogeneous process with generator where is defined in
geodesic normal coordinates by:
aV(x ) = - ^  + u2 Vlog Cy(x). (0.5)
The process is started from x 6 hSCut(y) and is its first exit time 
from M^Cut(y).
We will be working on the usual probability space (n, £, Ft, Px), 
where x € M^Cut(y) and t 2 0.
Our purpose here is to obtain a formula for the Dirichlet Heat Kernel 
pU(x y)* We then use the 'formula to compute the Heat Kernel for the
standard n-sphere Sn = (Sn( 1).gQ). In particular we will obtain the Heat
3
Kernel for the standard 3-sphere S . We will then deduce an identity linking 
the spherical harmonics (see e.g. [13], Chapter V) and certain homogeneous 
polynomials harmonic on R4 (see e.g. [7], Chapter III). In particular we 
will deduce an expression for Px(c > t) where z is the first (random) time
3
that the Bridge Process in S hits the point anti-podal to y. This ties up 
well with a formula in [26].
We will lastly deduce a formula for the Heat Kernel of the Real 
Projective Space R Pn from that of Sn.
-3-
§1. THE HEAT KERNEL FORMULA FOR U
Me will first assume that U has compact closure 0 «= MvCut(y).
Let f* be the solution of the diffusion equation in U with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions:
fj = (2TrXu2 ) " n/2 T exp {- }
0 0 2Xy
f*(x) = 0 V x e a U ; t > 0
( 1.1)
where TQ is of compact support in U with TQ(y) = 1 and 3U is the boundary 
of U.
(1.1) Theorem
lim f^(x). 
X+0 1
Proof.
❖ « >  ■ J„
where dz denotes the volume element measure on M. Replacing fg by its 
value given in (1.1), we have:
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f^(x) = (2uXy2)”n^  (u T0(z)exp {- d^ -> P“(x,z)dz (1.3)
(2TrXp2f n/2 Jt m T0(expyv)exp {- ^ Z " >  p^x.expyv)ey(v)dv (1 4)
since Tq has compact support in U. 
Setting v = y/Xu> , (1.4) becomes:
(2 tt)
-n/2 f T (exp (u/Xu))exp{
Jt M 0 y
. J M _ Jptfx,expy(yAu)))0y(y*^w)dw
(1.5)
A; 0 < « . , )  V » >  ■ t y * )•
A probablistic representation of the solution of the diffusion 
equation is given by:
f£(x) = Ex(XTy>tfoOc£)exp{ J y2 V(xp)ds>) ( 1.6)
where xp is the first exit time from U of the diffusion process (xp) s 2 0
with generator 1$. * y2b. * By the Girsanov-Cameron-Martln-Feyman-
Kac formula.
r‘ (x) .  Fx(x^x>u > t  f*(Xt,l,) <  •»» w2V(Xj'P)ds)) (1.7)
where
-5-
(i) For each t > 0, ( x ^ )  0 * s s (t a  cx *) iS now a diffusion 
process with generator Ly+ ’¥ where A* ’*1 is defined in geodesic 
normal coordinates by:
As(x) = ’ x+i=s + ^  V 109 Cy(x)* 0 -8)
Following [38], we call x^'¥ the Semi-Classical.Brownian Riemannian 
Bridge in MvCut(y).
(ii) ’V is the hitting time of the Cut-locus by the bridge process x^’V*
started at x C U and is its first exit time from U.
(iii) M^ 0 $ t < + co is the exponential local martingale given by the S.O.E.
dMs = " *4 <V^(x*»¥),u*’¥ dB >
s s s s xA»y
(1.9)
i.e. M* = exp { - 1  J *  <a £ * ¥ ( x J * ¥ ) j j J ’ ¥  dBf> ^  - ^  | *  | |aJ - ¥ (XJ • ¥ ) 112 ds>
( 1.10)
where (tig’¥) is the horizontal lift of (x*’¥) on the orthonormal frame bundle 
0(M) of M.
( 1.2 ) Lemma
"t ■ (iTt>n/2 “ P{-
d(x.*)2 , “ (xJ-’-.y)2 ,
—7   +    ' -------------}
2y |\+t) Z\m
C (x) 2 ft (L-V)Cv (x J*¥)
■ ■ * . exp {y -------------
Cy(xJ*¥) • Jo c ( x x*¥)
ds> .
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Proof.
Define Y*: M + R by
Y*(x) = - d(x,y-)-  + v log C (x), 
s 2(x+t-s) y
then yY^ = and so by Ito's formula,
* ♦  {* i r  (xs,|J)is
(
+ J* <VYj(x^*V),y^b(Xj*V) + A£*w(x£*w)>x3Uvds + ^  |0 AYj(xJiW)ds 
a.s. Now, substituting for - i  J* <A^,y(x^,w),u^dBs>
1.11)
in (1.10) we have:
. Y*(x) Yi(xi*l*) . ft  3Y*
^t = exp M ------- M r -  + T  L  I T  (xs )dsV V y JO
+ -± Z  J* ||Ag’V(Xg*V) || 2ds + J* <Ag’V(Xg*p) , b(x*,lJ)>ds + ^ |*  AYs (x*,y)ds 
®  ^ a .s .
( 1. 12)
Set r(x) = d(x,y).
Now, A**¥(x) - VY*(x) = - r{vtT ~^ ) + v YlogCy(x).
Hence. ||A^ »V(x)|| 2 
2y
. zr2.(xJ— ? - X^ x* <vr(x), vlogC (x)> + ||7logCy(x) | | 2
2y (X+t-s)
-7-
Recall that if a C2-function f : M R  depends only on r(x), then
■ J f  1o9cy (x) -  4  |7TgCytx)||2 . (1.13)
_ 3 T + (Ddl + JL  loq e Af = — ? + + 3r ey;3r
and hence,
i AYJ x )  = ‘  ’4 (x+t-s) [2 + (FDiT + W  l 09ey(x))2r(x)]
+ ^  a log Cy(x)
g(xJt-s) Cn + r(x) ^  log ey(x)] + £  Alog Cy(x). (1.14)
It is easily shown (see for example [38]) that
<Vr(x), b(x) + 7 log B (x)> - 0
(1.15)
and so,
<A*(x). b(x)> - - <vr(x), b(x)>
(1.16)
+ y2<Vlog Cy(x), b(x)>
4 * 1  <Vr(x). b(x) + Vlog B (x)> + j 4 ^  <7r(x). V logBy(x)>
X+t-s
+ y2 <vlog Cy(x), b(x)>
-8-
rÌ*! <?r(x),Vlog B (x)> + p2<Vlog C (x), b(x)>
X+t-s
by (1.15)
^r(x)_ j_ log By(x) + u2<vlog Cy(x), b(x)>
By (1.14) and (1.17). we have:
<Ag*V(x), b(x)> + AYj(x)
• - W W t • & & &  cy<x) * “2<^ b,'°9 cyu)
(1.17)
(1.18)
Finally
r2(x)
2y (X+t-s)
and so M* in (1.12) becomes:
<  • exp t- 4 ^  * — ~ r ~  * V « >  • 109 V xt,y>
1 2y(X+t) 2Xy
+ J* (l^||7log C(x* ‘ v ) | | 2 + v 2(^4+ b)logCy(x*,y) - 2U+t-s7)ds} (1,19)
A direct computation shows that:
o « . 1 4 Cv(x)
•j ||vlogCy(x) || + i A logCy(x) - 7  Cytxj
7 C (x)
<b(x). VlogCy(x)> - <b(x), ■ c'CxT> *
and
-9-
Hence
2 9 9 i 9 (L-V)C (x)
Vf ||vlogCy(x)|| c + y (-gA+b) 1 ogCy(x) = --- • (1-20)
Therefore (1.19) becomes:
*  ‘ < ^ » n/2 7 7
r2(x) r2(x**V)♦ ----5— >
2y (X+t) 2Xy Cy(x£*v )
2ft (L-V)C (x£,w)
exp{y
c (¿*)y s '
ds}
( 1.21)
and so the lemma 1s proved.
The following lemma is a special case of Lemma (3.3) of Chapter II. 
It is also proved directly in [18].
(1.3) Lemma
(Xg’V)O s s s t converges uniformly on [0 ,t] in probability to a 
process (xji)0 * s s t where:
xj = x°’V v s e [0 ,t) 
x]£ = y a.s.
(1.4) Lemma
The indicator function x \ '.of the first exit time of the
* T >ti
Bridge process (x£’V) 0 s s $ t * {* from U has the property:
-10-
V - " > t  = e X P (l l  "p(xXs " ')dS> a - S-
where (W ) . is a certain decreasing sequence of bounded continuous
P P* •
functions on M.
Proof, (by Construction)
Define the sequence of open sets:
Up = {x € M: d(x,U) < ~}i P 2 1 (1.23)
and define the sequence (wp)psi on 11 as follows:
W
P
0 on 0
- min(p^ d(-,U),p) on Up^ 
. <c
L -  P on Up .
(1.24)
Then clearly (wp)p£j is a decreasing sequence of continuous functions 
on M each of which is bounded (in fact it is uniformly bounded by 0). 
Moreover we have:
it
Wn(x^*V)ds) (1-25)
0 P s
where tX*V is the first time that the Bridge process (xX,V) exits from 0.
Since U has smooth boundary,
-X.y M TX,y a#s> (1.26)
-11-
and hence
= lim + exp {[ W (x^,y)ds} a.s.
P Jo p s
(1.27)
XTx,p*t O
Now. by [19], Theorem 5.2 p. 147. the Cauchy Problem in U for the 
parabolic equation:
39
X ,y
!|1 . 4  ^ s '11 * b(9s'U) * As'u (3s,U)
90
x ,y = 1 (1.28)
a*»P = o on the boundary 3U of U
has a C1,2(U)-solution given by:
gX’¥(x) = Px(tX,V>s )
he„c, the measure Fx(tx-V e •) has , density with respect to Lebesgu. 
measure on [O.t] and so:
<xx*V2t \ X,u>t
a.s.
(1.29)
The lemma then follows by (1.27).
-12-
(1.5(a)) Theorem
If U has compact closure and smooth boundary such that 0 <= fM^ut(y) \e 
star-shaped from y, then we have the inequality:
p"’“(x.y) s (2™2t r n/Z exp {- }Cy(x)
* Ex(xTv>t expi,,!: Jo "tf (x" >dS))
where (x^)0 s s * t a  ^i s  the Semi-Classical Brownian Riemannian Bridge 
with differential generator + b + where
A^(x) = A°**(x) = - * v V log Cy(x)
in geodesic normal coordinates. cV is the hitting time of the Cut-locus 
of M at y by the above Bridge Process and tw is its exit time from U.
Proof.
pJ’V(x.y) lim
X+0 Ex 'V -V > t
f(x^,M)M^ exp{p2 j V(xX,p)dS>) (1.30)
by (1.7) and Theorem (1.1)
(2uy2t ) _n/2 exp {- > C (x)
2y t
«  JJJ £x<xtx.v>t T0(xx- ) V x x-»).xp („2 J) (xx*V)ds))
(1.31)
by Lemma (1.2).
-13-
LC
The function C (resp. -¡JL) is defined and continuous in G and hence can 
y y
be continuously extended to all of M such that the extension be equal to 
LC
C (resp. -yri-) in 0 and 0 outside a bounded neighbourhood of U. We will
y y LC
denote the extension simply by C (resp. -£-*■). Hence the expression:
y yy
ft LC
T0(xt*V)Cy(xt’P)exP{p2 J* ("C^(xs'y  ^+ - T Wp(xs’y))ds}
is bounded by a constant C(y,p,t). By Lemma (1.3), (xX,vl)0 s  s £ t a cX,y 
converges (uniformly on [0,t]) in probability to (xpO s s i t a ^
Set
-i , o ft LC
IX = E.:% x . v>t y xi,u> y xS,l,> « W  Jo o i - m u .
By Lemma (1.4) we have:
t LC
IX S Ex(T0(xX*lJ)Cy(x^V)exp{p2 j  ( - ^ ( x X*V)+ \  Wp(xX*M))ds})
0 y
Thus taking limits as X + 0 and using Lemma (1.3), we have:
lim IA s E,
X+0 3
(ToU^CyU^expiy2 j* (-^(xp + jr Wp(xp )ds})
x^ = y a.s. by Lemma (1.3).
Now, Cy(y) - 1 and since we take
TQ(y) - 1, the inequality
above becomes:
-14-
11m IX £ E (exp{y2 [ (-^(xV) + 4r W (x^))ds}).
X+0 x J0 ''y V
By taking limits as p + we have by using Lemma (1.4) again:
lim IX s E (x exp{ v2 C  ^  (xpds})
X+0 x xV>t JO uy
and so we obtain the inequality of the Theorem.
(1.5(b)) Theorem
The reverse inequality of Theorem (1.5(a)) is also valid under the 
same hypotheses:
_U,y o
Pt(x,y) 2 (2ny t)
* Ex<x u exP^ 2 f T *  (xP ds}) 'x TP>t io Ly s
Proof.
The proof follows that of Theorem 2B in [18]: We know by (1.7) and 
Theorem (1.1) that:
U.y
V x‘y) x+0
limEx (*_x,y^ -0
x • >t
J(xX*V)MX exp{y2 |* V(xX*V)ds>)
(2Try2t)'n/Z exp {- d(xjy)' ) C (x)
2y t
- !<"Ex(x x.u . To(xi," > V xt,V) « i X " 2 lo -Cf  <x^ > * »
x+0 x TX*V>t
(2ny2t) ' n /2 exp {- d(xjy ) -> C (x) 11m I 
" J X+02y t
(1.33)
(1.34)
(1.35)
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Now, let r be the space of continuous paths o: [0,t] -*• M where M
is the one-point compactification of M with o(0) = x € U.
Let + Rl) {•*«>} be the map defined by: t ( o ) is the first exit
time of a from U. Then, (1.35) becomes:
Me know that convergence in probability implies convergence in law. 
Hence, since x*,w converges in probability to x^ by Lemma (1.3), we conclude 
that P^’v converges weakly (or narrowly) to Pjj = x^ *(Px). Consequently, by 
([35], Appendix, Proposition 1) we have the inequality of the Theorem.
(1.6) Theorem
For 0 «= fSCut(y) star-shaped from y with compact closure and smooth 
boundary.
The result is immediate by the inequality of Theorem (1.5(a)) and the 
reverse inequality proved in Theorem (1.5(b)).
x(o) T (o(t))C (o(t))
° y
I
(1.36)
where P*,v = x*.l»(P ) is the image measure of Px by x*,u.
Proof
-16-
(1.7) Corollary
(i) For any U <= IKCut(y) star-shaped from y, we have:
pd,y(x,y) = (2Tip2t ) " n /2 exp {- d(X2y-~} C (x) 
1 2y t J
x Ex^x u exPtij2 f (xs)ds}) x t >t j 0 y
(11> p?-“(x.y) . Unit)-"'2 W  <- cy(»>
1 2y t
, ,t LC, „
x Ex(exp{y (x$)ds})
when H has a pole at y.
In particular, the expectation in (ii) is finite.
Proof.
(i) Let (Uk ) ks1 be an increasing sequence of open subsets of U exhausting 
U such that each has compact closure with smooth boundary and each 
Uk = !>KCut(y). Then for each k 2 1, P^k,V*(x,y) satisf,ies the eclljality of
Theorem (1.6). Then taking limits as k + «, and using the monotone
convergence Theorem, we have:
11« * p“(x"») ■ « ’Hit) " ' ' 2 exp {- iiijldi, C tx)
* tU ’y) 2y2t
(1.37)
T
- £x(v . t  exp(,‘21! (x")<,siK
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since Tk f •
Uk.p
Now, Tim J Pt(x>y) = Pfc (1.38)
by ([11], Chapter VIII, Theorem 4) and so (i) is proved.
(ii) is immediate by taking U = M in (i) since Cut(y) = $ in this case.
We will now proceed to give some applications of the Heat Kernel 
Formula we have just obtained in Theorem (1.6).
§2. SOME APPLICATIONS
We will first consider the Heat Kernel Formula for the standard 
n-sphere Sn = (Xn(1),gQ) for n * 2.
Fix a point y € Sn and let y be the point anti-podal to y. Let 
B(y,e) for small e > 0 be the geodesic ball with centre y and radius e. 
Let C = $nv8(y,c) and let qf(-,-) be the Dirichlet Heat Kernel of
£ t
C£. By ([12J, p. 7) we have:
Now, q^(-,-) is also the Dirichlet Heat Kernel for the interior C£ of Ce 
and hence:
(2 . 1)
on (xnv.{y>) x (x^iy)) x (o,«).
o
(2.2)
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\ k y >  ' <2’trn/Z cylx)exp *' ’
■ * Ex(V > t exp (C <X' >dS))
where i e is the first time that the Bridge Process (x*)0 S s s  t a  < 
from C and q is the first hitting time of the anti-podal point y bj 
above Bridge Process started at x. Since te t C as e + 0, we have
p*"x,y) - (2irt) ' n /2 Cy(x) exp {- d(* $ —  >
X Ex(xt> t **P ( | ‘  -cf (xs )dS))
for all x ^ y.
We will take b = 0 and V = 0 and have:
for all x t y. Now, by Theorem (1.6),
Sn /2wtr n/Z e_i(x)exp {- d(x->^ ~ )
pt(x.y) " (2irt) 9y U,6XP 1 2t
X E S \ > t  exp {L  7 eJ(xs)A9yi(xs)ds})
Set r = d(x,y), then
9y(x) - for 0 < r < it and
7  ®y(x)A0yJ(x) - ^  ("r7  - 7 J7 ; )
(2.3)
exits
the
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6 )-
for n i 2. In particular for n - 3,
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-3/2 _ J e
sinr
(2.7)
The radial component of the Bridge (x^JO s s s t a  c has the same
distribution as the radial component of the corresponding Euclidean 
Brownian Bridge (B*)0 £ s s t a  from x to 0 in time t by ([14], Chapter 
IX, proof of Theorem 12C(i)).
Hence we have:
PX(C > t) - p '(c0 > t) (
where c = c (t) is the first exit time from the Euclidean ball D = D(0,n)
® ® t
of the n-dimensional Euclidean Brownian Bridge (Bs)0 S s s t a ?Q. Thus
by (2.7), we have:
"3/2 _ r _  e (2.9)
3
By Theorem (1.6), we have for M = R , U = D:
(2 .10)
We next consider the eigen problem in D:
A<j> + X<|> = 0
( 2 . 11)
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Then by ([13], Chapter V, §8),
°° -A_
p (x 0) = 2 2 e n,p é n( x ) (0)
tU,0; n=0 p=1 n»p n‘p
( 2 . 12)
where:
(i) V p (x) = Yn(e^ )'Sn(r*/rn,p)
where x •+• (0,41,r) is the change from Cartesian to spherical coordinates, 
(ii) S n(r./x) = Jn+j(i"./X)
(which is regular at r = 0), Jn being the Bessel function of order n and
Xn,T xn ,2.... xn,p* ) are solutions of the equation:
Jn+è(,/x) = °-
By (2.9), (2.10) and (2.12),
S r t/2 D
pt(x,y) “ sTnr e pt(x,0) (2.13)
E E e Xn,pt-4’n D(x).<|>n D(0). 
sinr n=0 p=1 n»p n»p
(2.14)
On the other hand we have the eigenproblem in SJ
A4 + v>4 = 0 
and hence.
(2.15)
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P
S
t
3
(x,y)
oo “ P , t
Z <i>u(x)<t>. (y)e k 
k=0 K K
(2.16)
where by ([7]; Chapter III; Prop. C.I.1).
(i) yk = k(k+2)
4
(ii) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k harmonic on R .
Lastly we have a third formula recently proved by K.D. Elworthy in 
[15J by using (2.5) above and the "method of images" (as a special case 
of the formula for Compact Lie Groups in [29]):
P
S
t
3
(x.y) (2lrtr3'2 e^ 2 zY
i M
TTnuTrTT
(2.17)
where the sum is taken over all geodesics y from x to y and i,(y) is the 
length of y. These lengths are given by:
yk » 2nk + r; k = 0,1,2,... 
yk = 2uk - r; k = 1,2,3,...
for 0 < r < tt.
Thus (2.17) becomes: 
,3
_ (2nk+r)
S3 19 +\_3/2 t/2r “ (2irk+r) Zt
pt(x,y) = (2irt) e Ck=0 sinunk+rj
+ * (2irk-r) 
k^  sinlZnk-r)
(2nk-r) 
e ^  ] (2.18)
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-3/2 t/2 " r(2irt) et/£ e sm r H-2 ( Z4 sinh(^il)-cosh(^))e’ t 3
2„2k2
k=1
(2.19)
Consequently by (2.14), (2.16) and (2.19), we have the identities:
_ J. /o “ <» “X t
r “ ty2 z Z e n*Psi nr
Z e 
k=0
n=0 p=1 
-k(k+2)t
* n,p(x)*n.P(0)
♦k^ x^k^y  ^
r2
-3/2 „t/2 7t r 
sinr
(2 .20)
( 2 . 21)
= (2Trt) e ' e [ 1-2 Z ( M  s l n h ^ J - c o s h i ^ J e  t 
=1 r * t
2irkr\
, 2. 2 2ir k
We will now derive some consequences of some of the formulae we have 
just obtained:
(i) As a direct consequence of (2.7) and (2.19), we have:
( 2 . 22)
By (2.8), P (sup |B*| < tt) is equal to the R.H.S. of (2.22) above. 
Ossst s
Thus by computing on the sphere S3(£) instead of S3(1), we have:
. 2o2k2
px( sup |B^ | < p) = 1-2 z e * (-•^■sinh(^i^) - coshC?^))
k=*1 r 1x Ossst s
(2.23)
for 0 < r < p. Now, let t = 1 and take limits as r + 0 in (2.23) above; 
then:
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P ( sup I B}.I < p) = 1-2 z e 
0 Osssl s k=1
(2.24)
On the other hand, by (1.1) of Theorem 1 in [26]
c 2. 2
“ "2P k 2 2 .
P ( sup w(s) < p) = 1-2 E e (4p£k -1)
0 0Ss£1 k=1
(2.25)
where (w(s))0 £ s £ 1 is the unsigned scaled Brownian excursion (see for 
example [26] for definition). The above results in (2.24) and (2.25) 
confirm D. Williams observation in [39] that (w(s))0 i s i 1 has the same 
distribution as the 3-dimensional Bessel Bridge |Bs| 0 £ s S 1. Thus, 
(2.23) generalizes (1.1) of Theorem 1 in [26].
(ii) By (2.19), we have:
and so we obtain all the terms of the expansion to any order of H.P. McKean
= (2irt) " 3/2 et / 2  [1-2 E e t (4ir2k2-1)] (2.26)
k=1
00
^ (4ir2k2—1 ) = o(tn) Mil ä 1, we have:Since -2 E e 
k=1
(2.27)
= 1 + ^ t + (2.28)
and I.M. Singer for S3 given in [30]
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The expansion above in (2.28) will be generalized later to more 
general manifolds and a more general operator after obtaining asymptotics 
of the Heat Kernel in a geodesic chart.
An extra result of the Heat Kernel Formula for Sn is the Heat Kernel 
Formula for the Real Projective Space RPn. Consider the covering map:
":Sn---- -> RPn.
Let x = -x be the point in In antipodal to x. Fix a point y € Sn. 
Then set x = tt( x ) = ir(x)
y = ir(y) = n(y).
Then we have by ([14]; Chap. IX, Remark 12D(i))
_RP
%<*•*> ‘ V 2-1'1 ‘ z L - ’iii V z-*>€ir
n
pt (x»y) V x*y> Pt (x,y) pt (x*y) *
(2.29)
(2.30)
We thus obtain a stochastic representation of the Heat Kernel of RPn 
by knowledge of that of Sn given in (2.4).
Note that 1n (2.30) above, x and x ? y in the first equality and 
x and x / y in the second equality.
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CHAPTER II: AN INTEGRAL FORMULA FOR THE HEAT KERNEL 
§0. INTRODUCTION
This Chapter and the next seek to generalize the results of Chapter 
I. We generalize the point y to a submanifold N of M and the exponential 
chart (exp”1,U) to a chart (exp”1, MQ) of the exponential map of the 
normal bundle of N. Finally the geodesic normal coordinates are generalized 
to the so-called Fermi coordinates which we define below.
51. FERMI COORDINATES
We need Fermi coordinates to describe the geometry of a Riemannian 
manifold in the neighbourhood of a submanifold (see [20] where they are 
defined and extensively used).
Let M be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n and N a submanifold of 
dimension k; 0 £ k S n-1. Let v: E^ -*■ N be the normal bundle of N and let 
exjj, :E^ + M be its exponential map. Then expv maps a neighbourhood E° of 
the zero section of v diffeomorphically onto a subset MQ of M. More 
precisely, E° is defined as follows. Let S(N) denote the sphere (sub) 
bundle associated to v:
S(N) - {(y.O € Ev: ||£|| = 1}.
Define the function c:S(N) R+ as follows:
c(y.C) - sup (p i 0 : d(expv(y,p£),y) * p).
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Then,
E° - {(y.pC) € E^: 0 S p < c(y>£)}
and Mq = exp^(E°). Then MQ contains N since N is the image of the zero 
section under the exponential map exp^.
(1.1) Definitions
(i) We say that E° is star-shaped in E .v v
(ii) Mq is also said to be star-shaped from N in M and is also called 
a tubular neighbourhood of N in M.
(iii) If, in the definition of E°, we replace c(y,g) by a real number 
pQ > 0, then we call MQ a tubular neighbourhood of N of radius pQ 
around N.
Let y € N and let E ^ , . . . ^  be orthonormal sections of v defined 
in a neighbourhood V =  N of y. Let be a coordinate system on
N at y.
(1.2) Definitions
(i) The Cartesian Fermi Coordinates (x^,...,X|(....xn) of N = H at y € N
relative to the coordinate system (y^....y^) and normal fields E^+j.... Er
are given by:
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xa(exPv(q,
xa (exPv (q,
n
Z
j = k+1
n
I
j=k+1 tJEJ(q,) )
tJEJ(q)))
= t for a = k+1, a
= ya(q) for a = 1 • *k
,n
for q € V. Thus when N 
normal coordinates at y.
2 n(ii) Set p (jc) = Z x 
j = k+1
= {y}» the Fermi coordinates reduce to ordinary
Then by (Lemma (2.1) of [20]),
d(x,N) = p(x) = ( l x2Ax))K 
j=k+1 J
The tubular neighbourhood MQ of N is characterized by (see §2 and §4 
of [20]) the existence, for each x £ Mq , of a unique minimal geodesic of 
unit speed:
oN : [0,t] - tl
from y € N to x and meeting N orthogonally i.e. 
oN(0) = y € N; oN(t) = x 
|o^(s)| = Is o^(0) € (TyN)■*■.
Minimizing above means minimizing distance from N to x £ M q . N o w , let
aN : [0.1] - M
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be defined by:
aN(s) = oN(ts).
Then is a unique minimal geodesic from y £ N to x € Mq in time 1. 
Finally define
(iii) yN : [0,1] M
by = a^(l-s). Then y^ is the unique minimal geodesic from x £ Hq
to y £ N in time 1.
(iv) Define BM : (1 -♦ R byN O
f 1
bn (x ) « exp <Yr^(s),b(yN(s))>^{sjds}
where b is a smooth vector field on M.
Let 0|^ be the volume change factor under the exponential map: 
exp^: -*■ Mq. By definition, assuming that (y^,...,yk) are normal at
y € N,
(v) eN(y,v) = /gTyTvJ = (det g^iy.v))*
3 3where g ^  = <-j^ — , ^ — > and (x^....x^,...,xn) are the Cartesian Fermi
 ^ J
Coordinates defined above.
Recalling that:
-29-
P = d(-,N) = ( " x2.)*,
j=k+1 J
(vi) The corresponding polar Fermi coordinates are given by
(x^»• • • 9P>C|^ +2 * * • • ^
x .
~ p i i ~ • )fi«
(vii) Let (g1J) be the inverse of the matrix
(9 .j j); i»J — • •»n i
9^  = <dxi, dXj>.
Then by ([22], Theorem 2) we have the Lemma:
(1.3) Lemma
The Laplacian A in polar Fermi coordinates is given by:
. 32  ^ ,n-k-1 . 3eN #„ x 3 1  * 3 , me. 3 *
• ¡ 7  * (—  * W s s  * e; HIT <9 e„3p
J
pe.
J L  A-
N a,j 3xa X  3TT) *J
- T -  = gf- (9ijeN af)pzeN ij 95i N 9«j
where a,B = 1....k; i,j = k+2,...,n. The above is given along the
geodesic £k+2 * ... = Cn = 0.
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§2. SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS OF RIEMANNIAN GEOMETRY
The polar Fermi coordinates (x1.... xk,p,^k+2.....^  1nduce a
metric in the neighbourhood Mq of N as follows:
2 2
(dsN ) = (dp) + g dx dx. + g . dx d £ . + g.. dr.dr. 
N aB a 8 oi a SJ ( 2. 1)
for a,8 = 1.... k; i,j = k+2.....n where
a = < d .3 s . a = <_L_ 9 \
9a6 oX * 3X/" 9aj <3x * 3x.> a 6 J a J
’(I ‘ < w t- •
( 2 . 2 )
(2.3)
We will denote the above metric simply by g = (g..). The diffeomorphism:
® 0
exp : E ■* Mv v o
induces an isometry of E^ onto Mg. We will denote the corresponding 
metric on E° by f which is defined by:
f,,<«) = </-,ij ocjj u) (2.4)
where < , > is the inner product on the fibres of TE defined as follows:
CO V
(2.1) Definition
For each u £ E° and each pair W,, W, t T E ,v r 1 2 co v
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(2.5)
where < , >x is the inner product on TXM for each x e MQ.
(2.2) Lemma (due to K.D. Elworthy)
There exists a Riemannian manifold M and a submanifold Mq of M 
which is isometric to M and such that M has no cut-focal points with
Before we begin the proof, we recall that a cut-focal point (with 
respect to a submanifold N) along a geodesic y meeting N orthogonally
geodesics that meet N orthogonally.
Proof of Lemma (2.2)
By the connexion on the normal bundle, the tangent bundle to the 
normal bundle splits:
where H E = Vector space of Horizontal Vectors and V E ■ Vector Space
U) V 0) V
of Vertical Vectors.
Let us denote by H^iW) (resp. V^(W)) the horizontal (resp. vertical) 
component of a vector W € T E ; then the natural metric on E, is defined(a) v V
via the inner product < , > on each T E which, itself, is defined as
(a) 0) V
(i.e. Y '(0) € (ty (o )n)X) is the first point beyond which there are shorter
TE = HE 6 VE
V V V
(2 .6 )
(2.7)
follows:
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For each pair W,, W, e T E ,1 2  a» v
« V V .  • < W ' W > '  * < W - W > 2 €2.8)
1 2where < , > (resp. < , > ) is the inner product of a T^N (resp.
V E s (T N)"L) for each x = v((o). Let h denote this metric on E .0) V X __ __ v
Next suppose that E° <= E° <= E^ where exp^iE^) is a tubular neighbourhood 
of N in M. Then there exists a C°° function:
p: Ev -- -> [0,1]
such that:
P|^o Hl and SUPPV = E^-
Finally define a = pf + (1-p)h. (2.9)
Then t is a metric on E^ and E^ with this metric has no cut-focal points 
with respect to N = exp^(N) since a geodesic y meeting N orthogonally is 
just a ray passing through the origin of the fibre (TY(o)N)± of Ev* Take 
M to be E^ with the metric l.
N.B: N above is just the zero section of the normal bundle Ev.
S3. THE SEMI-CLASSICAL BRIDGE FROM A POINT TO A SUBMANIFOLD 
(3.1) Definitions 
(i) Define Y* : MQ R by
Ys(x) = - 2?X+t-sl + 1og CN*X* (3.1)
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CN(x) = BN(x)-e ^(x ) (3.2)
(ii) Set AX = vYX (3.3)
(iii) We define (up to exit time from the tubular neighbourhood Mq) the 
Semi-Classical Brownian Riemannian Bridge from x £ Mq to the submanifold 
N in time t+x as the diffusion process on M with differential operator 
LX« ^  + b + A X.
The next two Lemmas are on the radial behaviour of the Semi-Classical 
Bridge Process (xX)0 < s < t. By Lemma (2.2) we will be assuming that 
(exp^.M) is a global chart. Also, we will assume that N is of compact 
closure and smooth boundary.
(3.2(a)) Lemma
For n-k 2 2, pX = p(xX) = d(xX,N) (3.4)
is equal in distribution to the radial component of the Euclidean Brownian 
n-kBridge on R from v to 0 in time t+x.
Proof.
First recall that px = |vx| where xX = exp (yX,vX). Let ¡;X be the
b S 5 V  5 5
explosion time of (xx) and set
CX = inf {s z 0 : PX = 0).
for smal1 X > 0 where
(3.5)
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Then is the hitting time of N by the Submanifold Bridge Process (xX) 
started at x € (M ^ N).
Now, p is C2 on (FKN) and hence by Ito's Formula:
pX = p(x) + | dp(x£dBr) + |o <Vp(xX),b(xX) + AX(xX)>dr 
+ j  | Ap(xX)dr a.s. on U X > t} fl {¡^ > t}
Now, AX(x) = - ¿-(^Vt'-rT + 7 109 CN(x)
n xj(x)(-37r)x i „
= - E -J— — — J—  + V log Bn (x ) - i V log 0N(x).
j=k+1 A +t-r "
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
Me will show that:
<Vp(x), b(x) + V log Bn (x )> = 0 (3.9)
Let aN (resp. yN) be the geodesic of Definition (1.2(11)) (resp. (1.2(111))): 
is parameterized to take unit time from y £ N to x € (M vN) and y^ is 
parameterized to take unit time from x € (M ^ N) to y 6 N.
By Lemma (2.1) of [20] and (the Generalized Gauss) Lemma (3.1) of [20],
Vp(aN(s)) = c^(s); O s s s l (3.10)
Vp(yN(1-s)) = -Y|!|(1-S)» 0 * s s 1 (3.11)
By definition,
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log BN(YN(s))js=0 = <v log Bn(Yn (0)). Y|^ (0)>
= -< V log Bn (x ), Vp(x)>
(3.12)
(3.13)
by (2.13).
On the other hand, by the definition of B„, 
log Bn (Yn (s )) = f <B'(r), b(3N(r))> (r)dr (3.14)
where 3^ is the unique minimal goedesic from y n(s) to y in time 1. SinceN'
3^j goes from Y^(s) to y in unit time,
f  <3^ |(r), b(BN(r))> (r)dr = {’ <Y^(r), b(YN(r))> (r)dr (3.15)
Hence,
log Bn (yn (s )) = | <Y^(r), b(YN(r))>Y (r)dr (3.16)
and so,
^  log bn (y n (s ))|s=0 = - <Y^(0). biY^O))^
---<Y|J|(0), b(x)>x
1 .e.
£  1og BN(y N(s ))|s=0 3 <Vp(x)* b(x)>
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
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by (3.11). Consequently by (3.19) and (3.13), 
<Vp(x),b(x)>x = " <Vlog Bn (x ), Vp(x)>x
i.e.
<?P(x). b(x) + V log Bn (x )>x = 0.
Thus, (3.6) becomes:
P* = p(x) + f dp(x*dB ) + f <Vp(x*), E*(xS>dr 
s Jo r r J0 r r r
+ | Vp(x*)dr a.s. on (cX > t} n > t)
where E*(x) =
n «j(x)(*)x ,
E ------- -^---V log 0N(x).
j=k+1 X+t-r c "
Recall that p £(x) = E x^(x); thus 
j=k+1 J
2p(x)Vp(x) = 2  E x . M U |-) 
J-k+1 J dxj x
or
n xJ<x><l*7>x
Vp(x) - E ------- A—
j=k+1 p(x)
Consequently,
<Vp(x),Er(x)>
n xj(x)(Ux7>x n xj(x)(Sx7}x , 
- ^ E ' - - ■ * , E .... J +
j=k+1 p(x) j=k+1 X+t-r c
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
(x)>x
(3.26)
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■ - (\+t-r)ptx) dX , xJ(x) - 7 <7‘>(x)- 7 107 V x)>x <3-27>
(3’28)
By using the Laplacian in polar Fermi coordinates,
4»(x)- !7 T Í T t é 109e»(x)- • <3'29)
Now', B * = f dp(xXdB ) is a 1-dimensional Brownian Motion and so (3.22)
s Jo r r
becomes:
a.s. on (cx > t} n (cx > t}.
Since p(x) = |v| where x = expv(y,v), we also have:
r  i»ii
J0 X ^ r
(3.30)
(3.31)
a.s. on (cX > t) il (cj > t}
where is now the hitting time of the origin of Rn k by (vX). The S.D.E. 
in (3.31) is that of the Euclidean Bessel Bridge on Rn-Ic from |v| to 0 in 
time t + x. Hence if we choose v i* 0 i.e. if we start the process away 
from N (which we do), then since n-k z 2, we have:
vx j4 0 vs e [0,t] a.s.
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1.e.
pX = p(xX) = |vX| o vs e [0,t] a.s. (3.32)
S 5 5>
and so > t) = 1 (3.33)
(3.33) says that (if we start the process away from N) the process does 
not hit N before and up to the time t (in fact before time t+x). Also 
since |Vg| has the same S.D.E. as the Euclidean Bessel Bridge on Rn k, 
then (vX)0 s s s t does not explode by ([14], Chapter VI, Theorem 5).
Similarly, since by (3.30), the radial behaviour of (xX)0 s s s t is the 
same as that of (vX)0 £ s s t, we conclude that (x* )0 s s s t is non-explosive. 
Hence we have:
PxU X > t) = 1 (3.34)
and so (3.30) becomes:
PXs p(x) + ex a.s.
(3.35)
Since (pX)0 s s ¡s t and the Euclidean Bessel Bridge on Rn  ^have the same 
S.D.E., they have the same distribution by ([14], Chapter VI, Theorem 6B).
We shall now proceed to prove the co-dimension 1 case. We shall work 
in a (global) exponential chart (exp“\M) as before. By going to the 
uniyersal cover of M if necessary we can suppose that M has the structure of a 
trivial line bundle with a point x - (y,8) where y e N and 3 € R. Hence we have:
p(x) = d(x,N) ■* 131 .
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Then for a C -function f :M -*■ R depending only on g, we have:
ae" 9n 3e 36
Proof
Set r = |@| . Then we have: 
f(e) for B j 0 
f(-g) for g £ 0.
f (r) =
(
We know by Lemma (1.3) that if f depends on r alone, then,
Af ■ 82f 1 30n 3f
= T *3r ' eN 3r ' 3r *
Thus, for 3 Z 0 (and hence r = 6).
Af = 82f 1 30n 3f 32f
1 30n
+
3r 0N 3r * 3r ' 362 eN "36
and for 6 £ 0 (and hence r ■ -6).
3f 3f . 30n 30N. 32f ,. 7 fi. i :
36 3r * 36 ' ^ ’ 7 7 ¡ 7 *
Consequently,
32f  1 IfN . 3f .  7 f  + JL /. IfH w . I f )
¡ 7  ^  *  ¡ 7  9n ( 3* )(
_ a2f  + i 36n . af
I ?  eN 86 86 •
(3.36)
(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)
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Consequently by (3.38) and (3.39)
(3.40)
Set
where CN is as in (3.2). Let x* = (yj,0 )^ be the solution of the S.D.E. 
with generator
(3.2(b)) Lemma
The process (g*)0 s s s t has the same distribution as the 1-dimension
Brownian Bridge from g to 0 in time \+ t.
Proof.
Let us denote by p the projection p : N x R + R defined by p(y,g) = g.
Then we know that p is C on N x R and so we can apply Ito's formula on p
relative to the process x* = (y*,g*) with 9enerat°r
L ■ ■JA+ b + A*:
L = -gA + b +
where
Aj(y,g) = vY^(y.g)
X+t-sIri- + V log CN(y,g)
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b(yj.ej) + Aj(yj,e^)>dr + \ J* Ap(y^,eJ)dr a.s.
~X fs xNow, Bs - J dp(UgdBr) is a 1-dimensional Brownian Motion. On the other 
hand,
<Vp(y,B),A^(y,B)> = <vp(y,6), - + y log CN(y,e)>
= <vp(y,p), - ^ |.r> - j  <vp(y,e), v log eN(y,8)>
+ <Vp(y,B), b(y,B) + V log BN(y,8)>
= - xTFF " 7  ^  109 eNiy,e) + <^Piy»6). b(y,B) + v log BN(y,s)>. 
Since p depends on 6 alone, we have by Lemma (1.3),
1 1 1  33m 4 ft
J Ap(y.B) = 7 e^yTBT * S f  (y*e) = 7 T& lo9 0N(y*e)*
Me must next show that:
<Vp, b + 7 log Bn> = 0.
Recall that p(x) = d(x,N) = |p(y,B)|.
Thus by (3.21),
P(yj.e^) = P(y^.e^) + J* dP(u^dBr) + |* <vP(y*.8*),
(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
<V|p(y,B)|. b(y,$) + y log BN(y,3)> = 0 (3.46)
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Since |p(y.3)| <
-p(y»B) for 3 < 0
’p(y.B) for 3 > 0
we see that,
<7p(y,3), b(y,3) + V log BN(y,3)> = 0
for all 3 0 and hence for all 3 € R by left and right continuity at
3 = 0 of the function:
3 <Vp(y,3). b(y,3) + 7 log BN(y,3)>.
Consequently,
<Vp, b + 7 log Bn> = 0.
Note also that by a direct computation, we have 
V log BN(y,0) = - b(y,0) 
and so we have:
<Vp(y,0), b(y,0) + 7 log BN(y,0)> = 0
(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)
(3.50)
and so (3.48) is still valid
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Finally by (3.44), (3.45) and (3.48), we have:
(3.51)
(3.51) above is just the S.D.E. for a 1-dimensional Brownian Bridge from
Bessel Bridge from|fj|to 0 in time t+X.
The next lemma is due to K.D. Elworthy and is a generalization of 
Lemma IB of [18],
(3.3) Lemma
If the submanifold N is compact, then the submanifold Bridge Process 
(x*)n + converges uniformly in probability on [0,t] to the processS U 2 S  ^ u
Proof.
Me first consider the following Sub-Lemma:
Sub-Lemma (3.3)
Consider processes (z*), (zs); 0 £ s £ t in a complete metric space B
$ to 0 in time X + t and hence (ß^ )s'0 s s ú t has the same distribution as
the 1-dimensional Brownian Bridge. Consequently, p* = p(x*) = d(x*,N)
= |Bg| (where x* = exp^iy^.B^)) has the same distribution as the 1-dimensional
xs expv(y°,v°) for 0 s s < t
such that:
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(i) The processes are sample continuous (a.s.)
(ii) V 6 > 0, Zj + z$ as x + 0 uniformly in probability on [0,t-6]
(iii) d(zX ,zt) -*• d(zs,zt) as H  0 uniformly in law on [0,t].
Then zX -*• zs as 0 uniformly on [0,t] in probability.
Proof
Suppose 0 < e < 1 , 0 < 6 < 2 ,  min(|-, ^ ) .
Since almost sure continuity of (zs)Q < < t at t implies continuity of
(zs)g < s < t at t in Probability, there exists 61 = 6 j (Ej ) > 0 such that:
P ( sup d(z ,z.) > e.) < £ (3.52)
x t-d^sSt s L 1 J
By (ii), sup d(zX ,z ) -*• 0 as X + 0 in probability. Thus, there exists 
0isSt-51 s s
X^  > 0 such that for 0 < X < X^, we have:
P ( sup <l(zX_,z) >6) S Z (3.53)
x 0SsSt-51 s s J
Next, set X* = sup (d(zX,zf) a  1) 
t-6^s£t s 1
X = sup (d(z ,zj a  1) 
t-fi^sSt s z
Then XX and X are random variables on (£2, F,P ) with values in [0,1].
X ” ^
By (iii), X -*■ X as X + 0 in law, i.e. PxX converges weakly to PxX as X H .  In
t
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particular, Ex(Xx) converges to E(X). Hence, there exists 62 = 
such that for 0 < x  < 62» we have:
• 62^^) > 0
Ex(Xx) s E(X) + E1 (3.54)
Set n(e. ) ={ sup d(z ,zj S e.}.
1 t-ó^sst s c i
Then Ex(X) - Ex(xßU))X) * H x(Xnc(et» (3.55)
S £] + Px(ííC(e^)) ú + Zy = 2e  ^
and so by (3.54) and (3.56), we have:
(3.56)
Ex(XX) * 3 E1 for 0 < X < X 2 *
Next set nX ( ô )  = {XX > |} for 0 < x < 6 2 * 
Then for 0 < X < 6 2 » we have:
(3.57)
3E. 2 E (XX) à E (x , XX) à P (nX(6))
1 x X V ( 6 )  2 x
(3.58)
i.e.
P ( sup (d(zx,z.) A 1) > |) s — 
x t-ó^sát s * ¿ 6 J
for 0 < X < <S2 anc* hence, we have:
px(xx > |) s f
(3.59)
(3.60)
(3.61)
P ( sup d(z*,z ) > 6) ú 
x OSsSt s s
Pv( sup 
x 0Ss^t-61
(Zs*zs  ^> <$) + pv ( SUP d(z\z ) >6) 
X t-fi^sst s s
By the triangular inequality,
sup d(z*,z ) á sup d(z*,z.) + sup 
t-ó^sst =* * t-^ssst s z t-ó^sst d(zs.2t)
(3.62)
á 2 max ( sup d(z*,z ), sup d(z .z.)). 
t-Ó^Sát s 1 t-ó^sst s z
(3.63)
The last inequality is due to the fact that for any real-valued functions 
f and g, we have:
2 max (f,g) i f + g. (3.64)
It follows that for 0 < X < Aq = miniX^.Xg)
P ( sup d(z*,z ) > 6) £ Py( sup d(z*,zc) > 
x Oását s s x Oását-ó, s s
+ Py( sup 
t-S^sst d(zs*zt) >
r) + P ( sup
x t-ójSSát
d(zs.zt) >
e
(3.65)
(3.66)
by (3.53), (3.60) and (3.52)
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Consider x* = exp (y*,v*) for 0 ^ s s t and x > 0 where (y*. v*) s v s S 5 ^
is a process in the normal bundle E^. If is not trivializable, then 
we can (by the Nash embedding Theorem) embed M isometrically into Rm 
for some m.
Let TM|N be the restriction of TM to N, then we have:
TM|n = E^ 0 TN (3.67)
and so E <= TM,.. <= N x Rm. (3.68)v |N
By the exponential chart representation, we can simply set x* = (y^.v*) 
for 0 $ s s t.
Next consider the processes (v*)g ^ s s t and (v$)q $ s i t  where
v = v° for 0 s s s t s s
vt = 0 a.s.
Then (v*)Q $ t and (vs)Q s s s t are sample continuous (a.s.) on [0,t]
and so (i) is satisfied. Next v* ■* vg as x + 0 uniformly on [0,t-6] 1n 
probability by ([14], §4 of Chapter VIII and Theorem 8C of Chapter VII) 
and so (ii) is satisfied. Lastly by the proofs of Lemmas (3.2(a)) and 
(3.2(b)), |v*| is equal in distribution to the radial component of the 
Bessel Bridge in Rn_k «= Rm, and hence, |v*| -»• |vs| as X + 0 uniformly on 
[0,t] in law and so (111) is satisfied. We thus conclude by the 
Sub-Lemma above thatv* + v $ as \ + 0 uniformly on [0,t] in probability.
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Next consider the process (y*)g < s s t' Let °j the square r00t 
of g°° i.e.
„°0 " o k. _ .g = E aL Oi i a =
k=1 K 3
where (gaJ) are the components of the metric tensor in Fermi coordinates. 
Then the S.D.E. for (y*)Q s s t is given by;
for a = 1.... k.
We can embed N in R^ for some % and since N is compact, we can extend
n £
the above coefficients smoothly to all R . Thus we can take N = R and 
write down the stochastic Integral Equations as in (5.7) of Theorem (5.2), 
Chapter 5 of £19], Thus we obtain the (uniform) limit on [0,t] in 
probability of (y*)Q $ t to be (y°)Q ^ s * t as in that theorein*
We finally conclude that x* = (y*,v*) converges uniformly in probability 
on [O.t] to xg as required.
§4. AN INTEGRAL FORMULA
The main result of this Chapter (the Integral Formula) will be proved 
in this section. This will be obtained via two preliminary theorems:
One way to obtain the solution to the Cauchy Problem for the Heat Equation 
1n Mo
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= 0 on the boundary of MQ 
fj = C(x)f exp {- >
(4.1)
(where f is continuous and of compact support in M •) is via the integral:
M
(z)pt°(x,z)dz
Mft
where pt°(-,) is the Heat Kernel of MQ relative to the differential 
operator L = - j A + b  + V.
'(4.2)
(4.1) Theorem
. , M
lim f*(x) = f(y)pt°(x,y)dy 
X+0 L Jn 1
Proof.
f^(x) = | f£(z)pt°(x,z)dz (4.3)
Mo
, * M
= I 0 fo(expv(y,v))pt°(x,expv(y,v))eN(y,v)dydv. (4.4)
Ev
Since E° <= N x Rn"k and f* has compact support in MQ = expv~1(E°), we 
have, after setting v = /x u> and choosing C(x) = (2irX)
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n-k 2 M_
f^(x) = (2tt)~ 2 | n_k f(expy(/Aw)exp{-lk^}pt°(x,expy(,/*w))eN(y,/Aw)dyda)
I NxR
Then, taking limits as X -l- 0, we have:
n-k 
~ T
0 J NxR1
2 M_
lim f£(x) = (2tt) ~Z~| n_kf(expy0)exp{-li^|— }pto(x,expyO)0N(y,O)dydaj
(4.7)
Now, expy0 = y and by ([21], Proposition (2.2)), 0N(y,O) = 1 and so:
— 2 M
lim f*(x) = (2 tt) |Rn-k exp |N f(y)Pt°(x,y)dy (4.8)
f M„-  J f(y)pt°(x,y)dy (4.9)
since
n-k
{ n-k exp {- i¥ - >  du = (2ir)_?~ (4.10)
Another way to obtain the solution of the Cauchy Problem for the Heat 
Equation in MQ (given in (4.1)) is as follows:
ft
fj(x) = Ex(x X fo(xt)Ht exp{ J V ( x > » (4.11)
C >t
by the Girsanov-Cameron-Martin'reynman-Kac formula where (x*)g ^ s ^ t is 
the Semi-Classical Brownian Riemannian Bridge from x to the submanifold N 
in time t + x and ^  is its first exit time from MQ. 
m£ is the exponential local martingale given by
"{ ■ «p( - J* - £  J* l|A^ (xJ)|| 2ds} (4.12)
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where (u*)Q < s ^ t ’s ^ e  horizontal Hft of the process (x^)g s s ^ t 
on the frame bundle 0(M) to M. (BS)Q s s < + „ is (°f course) the 
n-dimensional Euclidean Brownian Motion.
(4.2) Theorem
-  n ~*< 2
lim f*(x) = (2Ttt) exp {- d(AlN) }. CNCx)
X+0
x Ex(xi>t CN1(xt)f(xt)exp{ |0 (xs)dS})
where (xt)„  ^is the Semi-Classical Brownian Riemannian Bridge fromWIICI c 'As 0 S S £ t
x to N in time t i.e. the process on MQ with generator 
■j-a + b + Ag where
x.(x)(4-) 
n J 3xj x
Ae(x) = A°(x) = - Z -----------+ V log CN(x) (4.13)
s s j=k+1 t-s
and c is the first exit time from MQ which we assume to have compact closure.
Proof.
Much of the proof is based on the computations on the exponential 
local martingale M*. Recall that Y* is defined (in Fermi coordinates) by
Yj(x) 02(x)2(X+t-s7
+ log CN(x), (4.14)
then vYs a A*.
Ito's formula on Y* gives:
(4.15)
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yM >  ■ »£<*) * }' <X*M« * }* < V Y ^ ) .  * dBs>
|q <"£(>$>. b(xj) + A^(x*)>ds + 1 J* AY^(Xg)ds.
lo ^
the expression for to obtain:
mJ = exp (Y*(x) - Y*(x£) + | (Xj)ds + £  j | A^(xs) 112ds
10 3 * J J “ Jo
Now, using (4.16) above, we can substitute for ,uA dB >ds in Ks s
+ j* <Ag(xA), b(xA)>ds + \ jQ AYA(xA))ds}1 f*
? J o
3Y_
P2(x)Now, -ji (x) = - and since,
Ag(x) = VY^(x) = - p(xit-sX) + V 109 CN(x)'
we have:
7  llAi(x) | |2 = 7  <Ag(x). A^(x)>
2 t 
g & i - 'sT llVp(x)H2 " <vP(x)*v 1o9 CN(x)> x^Fs + I  I|V1° 9 CN(x)|1‘
‘(x) = 2 x/(x) .
j=k+1 J
Hence Vp2(x) - 2p(x)Vp(x) “ 2 2  xj(x)(-^-)x
J
" Xj ^  / 3 \
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19) 
(4.29)
and so, Vp(x) (4.21)
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Consequently, ||Vp(x)|| 2 Too
n 2 
I x^(x)
j=k+1 3
= 1
Thus
%r<*>*i l l 4sw l l2 -  V*>
+ J||V log CN(x)|| 2
Now, using the Laplacian in polar Fermi coordinates,
AYs(x) = ‘ 7l\it-sT C2 + ("^&T + T p 109 eN(x))2p(x)] 
+ A log CN(x).
Hence, ¿AY*(x) = - 7(xVt'-sT ^ n"k  ^+ pM  ^  1og V x*3 
+ -^  A log CN(x)
Nex <VYg(x), b(x)> = <- p^x^ p x^^ + V log CN(x), b(x)>
- - xP[Xg <Vp(x), b(x)> + < V log CN(x), b(x)>
Now, -<Vp(x), b(x)> = - <Vp(x), b(x) + V log B^(x)>
+ <Vp(x), V log B (x)>.
(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
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Since <7P(X>. b(x) * 7 '«9 Bn(x )> ■ o by (3.21), we bevel
<VY,*(x), b(x)> = <Vp(x). V log Bn(x )>
+ <v log CN(x), b(x)>
= ^p(xI JL log Bn (x ) + < V log CN(x), b(x)> 
Therefore by (4.26) and (4.29), we have:
<VY*(x), b(x)> + ^ Y s(x)
n-k j. p (x  ^ ioa 8..^ + i A log C„(x) 
x+t-TT + xTE^s 3p ,ua N 22(X s Xit
p(x) J_ l0  B (x) + <7 log C.,(x), b(x)> 
X+t-s 3p 3 N
n-k p(x) _3_
= " 2(X+t-s) X+t-s 3p
-k + _ pOO JL  log (BN(x)er,i ) + ( { i  + b)lo9 CN(x)
Consequently by (4.24) and (4.31)
2 2(x^ )
<  - -Pi - ^  + 109 CNU) ■ 109 CN(Xt}
+ I1" (¿|V log CN(x )^ + j  A log Cn(x£) + b(log CN)(xx) - ^
d(x,N)2 
2(X+t)
#XV i ( ^ + l i ! X }
“ W  exp i_ 9f, 1 ^  c ^ t)
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)
£ r r )ds}
(4.33) •
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x exp {| (g||Vlog cN(xs)||2 + g  A log C*(x,.) + b(log c^)(xg))ds}.
Now,
IIV log CN||2 + g  A log CN
= ^  ||vlog BN| |2 + ^Alog - g<V log B^, V log 0N>
+ g  ||V log 0N|j2 - ^ A log 0N 
We know that:
3  IIV log 0N||2 - j: A log 0N = ^  ©Ja o"1
and by setting BN = D~*, we have:
j  ||V log Bn | |2 + -j- A log Bn = g- ||v log DN| |2 - A log
- 1 D* An-*- ^  Dn a Dn
7  BN1 aBN
Consequently, (4.34) becomes by (4.35) and (4.37):
VB 70
4ilv l09 Sll2 + 7:A logCN “ A0NJ + 7 ®N1 ABN " 7 <T~ *  ~B~ >
1 A(BN0Nij _ 1 ACN
“ 7
bn 0" ?
7 T -  'c tN
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
(4.37)
(4.38)
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VC,
Since b(log CN) = <b, -j^>, the expression in (4.33) becomes:
, . > . ^  CN<»> d(x,»>2 , d(xi-">
m a = (_i_) — ¡1-^ —  exp/ — 2---  + -------}
1 *+* Cw(x+) 2(x+ t) 2X'N't
f t  , AC,,(x*) , VL..VX,.;Cm(xM
exp
CnK > N s
n-k
~ r
(4.39)
Recalling the expression for fj and choosing C ( x )  = (2ttX) as before
n-k 2
f*(x) = (2ir(X+t)) "T " CN(x)exp {-
E*<Y > t c"’<x'W x '> e x p  ‘ J o  < , * > d , > >
(4.40)
Then taking limits as X + 0, we have:
n-k 2
lim f*(x) = (2irt) CN(x)exp {- d(x^ -->
X+0 1
x US E«‘Y > t (lo '5 ? lx*)ds,)'
The limit on the L.H.S. of (4.41) exists by Theorem (4.1) and so that of 
the R.H.S. exists too. Then assuming that MQ has compact closure, we can 
compute inequalities as in Theorems 1.5(a) and 1.5(b) of Chapter I to 
obtain the equality of the Theorem.
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(4.3) Theorem (An Integral Formula)
Let Mq be of compact closure and f of support in Mq, then
M _ n-k 2
| f(y)pt°(x,y)dy = (2Trt) _2_ CN(x)exp {- p ¿x^>
x Ex^xc>tCN ^ xt^f x^t^exp { } 0 (xs)ds})*
Proof.
Obvious by Theorem (4.1) and Theorem (4.2).
(4.4) Remark
Recall (see Lemma (3.3)) that x£ = y° is the limit in probability
x Xkof x£ € N as X + 0. Consequently there exists a subsequence (xt )k^  suc>1
xk othat xt -*■ yt a.s. and hence
xj = yj € N a.s. (4.42)
Hence,
BN(xt) = BN(yt} = 1 a*s* (4.43)
from the definition of B^.
Similarly,
0N(x£) = eN(y°,0) = 1 a.s. (4.44)
by ([21], Prop. (2.2)) and so.
C"1^ )  - 1 a.s (4.45)
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We can thus re-write the result of Theorem (4.3) as:
(4.3 (bis)) Theorem
- n~*c
(4.5) Remark
All the examples of the submanifold N that we will give will consist 
of complete submanifolds and hence we can safely assume that N is complete 
and hence closed as a subspace of the metric space M.
(4.6) Corollary
If N is any (complete) submanifold (not necessarily compact) and f 
is of compact support in MQ, then we still have:
Thus the Expectation on the R.H.S. is finite since the integral on 
the L.H.S. is.
n-k
CN(x)exp {- -d(x$ y 2}
N
Proof.
Let be an increasing sequence of compact domains of MQ exhausting 
Mq and let be the first exit time of the Bridge Process (xt(s))g
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from M^. Then 5 . + 5 and we have by setting N. = N n Mj! (hence N. is a 
compact manifold with boundary but the boundary causes no problem)
f "1 ~ ~7^ d(x,N.)^
Jn. f(y)pt (x»y)dy = (2irt) cN(x) exp *— tt3— *
3 (4.46)
x Ex(Xc>t f (y?)exp { i (xs )d s } )* t jQ uN 
Now, letting j tend to + °° in (4.46) above, we obtain the result
since N. t N as j t ® and 
J
CN (x) = CN(x) for x € It*.
J
§5. SOME EXAMPLES
In the examples of this section we will assume (to simplify computations) 
that b = 0. What is essential in the computation of the above formula is 
the computation of the expression In general, the change of
volume factor eN under the exponential map of the normal bundle exp^ is 
given by (Lemma (6.1) of [20]):
(log eN(y,p£)) - - (n-~-p--- + trace S(p)) (5.1)
where E € Sn_k"*(1)  and S(p) is the Second Fundamental Form of the 
hypersurface:
3MQ(p) = {m € Mq : d(m,N) = p) 
0 S p < c(y,e)
(5.2) '
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n
trace S(p) = I K. (p) 
1=1; iA+1
(5.3)
- (n—1)H(p) (5.4)
where /^(pJ.K^p)....Kk(p) • W * > ....
are the principal curvatures of the hypersurface 3MQ<p) and H(p) its mean 
curvature.
When the manifold is complete and its sectional curvature = K is 
constant, then we get a more precise expression for eN.
First we have the following Lemma of Alfred Gray in ([20], Lemma (6.2)).
(5.1) Lemma
Define the functions <f>(X,p,£) for 5 e Sn_k_1(1) and 0 £ p pQ < c(y,£):
4>(X,p,£)
(sin^T_) k 1 det(cos p/x t n. . (£)) for X > 0
p/X k*k /X k*k
det ^k,k " pIIk , k ^ ^  for X = 0 
(■s.inhP ^ W ) n~k' 1 det(cosh p/lxr 11 . - i-VteflST n (C))
p/pTf k,k /-pq-
for X < 0
where Ik k is the unit k * k matrix and nk k(£) is the k x k matrix associated 
to the Second Fundamental Form 11(5) of the k-dimensional submanifold N of M;
0 $ k s n-1.
Then (since M is complete) we have:
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(i) If = K z then0N(y,p5 ) S <J>(A,p,£)
(ii) If =■ K s X, then 0N(y,Pc) * <t>(x,p,£).
(5.2) Theorem
Let M be complete and of constant sectional curvature K*'1 = K; then 
(i) For K > 0, we have:
for 0 < p s p < J L  .
0 /K
(ii) For K = 0, we have:
eN(y,Pe) = det(ik>k - pnktk(0 >
for 0 z p $ pQ < + oo.
(i i i) For K < 0, we have:
det(cosh p/fTf. Ik>k - Sl^ P  /T*T nk>k(c))
7TT *p m
for 0 < p s p^ < +.».
Proof.
We take K * \ = constant and use the above Lemma.
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(5.3) Example
Take M = Rn and N any orientable hypersurface whose principal 
curvatures are (o).(^(o)»•••»Kn- i » then*
n-1
eN(y.pç) = n (i-pMp)) (5.5)
N i=1 1
by Theorem (5.2(ii)).
In particular, for N = Sn_1, then
6^(y*pÇ) = (1+p)°  ^ (5.6)
Since K^(p) = -1.
The next examplecwill mostly be concerned with totally geodesic 
submanifolds.
(5.4) Definition
The submanifold N is totally geodesic in M if every geodesic of N 
is also a geodesic in M. This is characterized by the fact that the 
Second Fundamental Form vanishes identically.
From now henceforth we let Sn = Sn( 1 ) .
(5.5) Example
Let H » I n and N - Sk for 1 S k S n-1. All the Sk are "equitorial" 
and are totally geodesic in Sn. Thus the Second Fundamental Forms vanish 
Identically and by Theorem (5.2) and the fact that the sectional curvature 
K <• 1, we have:
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e„(y.o5) ■ ¿ a L J - r ' - '  (cos o)k
(5.7)
for " 7 < P <
that it is possible to compute for "non-equitorial" spheres.Note
1 j -i
We next compute the expression 6NA6^
n-k-1
(cos p) 2]
k n-k-1
= (COS p)' 1 A(-S^ )  ^ ♦ (s mP
n-k-1 k
+ 2 <V(-'p p) v(cos p) 2>
n-k-1 . k
 ^ A(cos p) 2
(5.8)
(5.9)
Therefore, we have:
n-k-1 . n~k~1 ~  - j
1 4 -i - 1(Sin p\ ~2 ? i (cos p) A(cos p)
■jeNA0N - 7' p nP
n-k-1
7 ( ^ )
♦ < ------  n-TTT
rsin p\ 2"
p
A + B + C 
n-k-1
»in
V (cos p)
-------TTc
(cos p) "Z
k
1
n-k-1
A(-S^ )where A = •j(-i" p-)
a (n-k-1)2 + (n-k-1 Hn-k-31/1 - _1__)— n --------------- 9"
pZ sin p
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
by using the Laplacian in Fermi coordinates (polar version).
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By using the Laplacian in Fermi Coordinates again,
_ k 2 _ k k
A(cos p) ^  = -^ tjt(cos p) ^ + (-— ■ — + log 9fj)g~ (cos p) ^
k+4 k
= -j- C-^- (cos p) 2 sin2p + (cos p)
(5.13)
k+2
♦ Ct— 11) + (n-k-lHfrFT ' ^  - k 7 (cos p f  sin p (5.14)cos pJ 7
- k+4 _ k
= £ C-yr- (cos p) 2 sin2p + (cos p)
k _ k+4
+ -^(n-k-1 )(cos p) ^ - ■j-'k (cos p) 2 sin^p 
k k
(5.15)
1 7  “ 7T
Hence, B = ^  (cos p) A(cos p)
(cos p)”2(sin p) 2 + 1] + £  (n-k-1) - £*k(cos p)”2(sin p)2
k (k^i)tan2p + £  (n-k) (5.16)
n-k-1 k 
< V log(-^-£) 2 , 7 log (cos p) 7> (5.17)
^(— —)< 7 log(iin_£), 7 log (cos p)> (5.18)
k ,n-k-1w cos p „ 7p sin p „  ^
7  (— 2“ K iTH"^ VP p • " cosp Vp> (5.19)
k/n-k-1\ n„ n2 . k,n-k-1\Sin o ■■2 
- 7(— 2 ~ } HvpH + 7 ( 2 )pcosp HVpl (5.20)
k/n-k-1\ . k/n-k-Us1n p 
' 7' 2 ' + 7' 2 ^pcoip (5.21)
since 11 Vp | * 1.
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Thus by (5.12), (5.16) and (5.21),
2  ej^Ae^ = A + B + c
(n-k-1)c . (n-k-1)(n-k-3) ,1 1 x k,k-2w __2
-----5----+ --------&------  l—j ---T~T~' Jtan P
p sin p“5----T ------- 5"
+ k(n. k) - £(_"zkzlj + k (jH jll) iSLE
(5.22)
(n-k-1)Z . (n-k-1)(n-k-3)/ 1 1 ^
= ---g----+ ------- s------ V-TT---- n~)W VT  “ T  p sin p
(5.23)
. k k ,k-2 ^_ _ 2 . k,_ ^tan p♦ ^  (-jj-)tan p + T (n-k-1)—
Thus by the Integral Formula (Theorem (4.3)), we have for 1 S k S n-1,
Jsk pt°(x,y)dy = (2irt)- exp {- (^ 1n "^"(cosptx))" 7
X E„ / ___  f* ,k . (n-k-1) 2 . (n-k-1)(n-k-3), 1
(V *  p( J o (i ~ 1—  ------5 l7 i
(5.24)
p (x$) sin p(x$)
. Js%^l t,n2p(x.). v(x,»os»
where sjj is a tubular neighbourhood of in Sn of radius pQ € (0,J) about
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(5.6) Remark
In the above integral, the expressions on the R.H.S. involve only 
the radial part p(xg) of the submanifold Bridge Process when V = 0. We 
know from Lemmas (3.2)(a) and (3.2)(b) that p(xs) is isonomous to the 
radial part of the (n-k)-dimensional Euclidean Bridge. Hence in the 
above example, as in all the examples that will follow, things reduce to 
Euclidean Bridges (when we suppose V e 0): c = e(t) is the first exit 
time of Euclidean Bridge from a neighbourhood.
(5.7) Proposition
where c = c(t) is the first hitting time of (p,p) by the submanifold Bridge 
Process (xs)0 s  s s  t  a 5 .  p is the North pole and p the South pole and 
x t (p,p>. When V = 0, then c is the same as the first exit time of the 
(n-k)-dimensional Euclidean Brownian Bridge from the ball 0(0,^)»
We have:
(cos p(x)) ^
k
Proof
Let (Sn) .  be an increasing sequence of tubular neighbourhoods of 
0 J
in Sn and let Cj be the corresponding sequence of first exit times from 
(Sj) . Then.
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(S¡¡)j f s 11'' {p,p> is j + oo and + ç as j + » .
Now, the Integral Formula in (5,24) is true for each j j I, and so taking 
limits as j + », we have
(5.25)
(5.26)
j  ^p* ^P»P^x,y)dy = R.H.S. of Proposition
But p* ^ P » P } = p* on (SnMp,P>) x (S^ÍP.P))
since {p,p} has capacity zero in Sn for n z 2. 
The Proposition is thus proved.
In particular, we have:
2 P* (x.y)dy = (2irt)
1
7 o2(x)
t
7
exp {" ^ F " }cos p(x) Px t)
«. 3
where q = c(t) is the first hitting time of {p,p} in S by the submanifold 
Bridge Process (x$)0 £ s s t a  5. As pointed out in Remark (5.6), we have:
px(C > t) = Pg(c0 > t)
where c0 ■ cQ(t) the first exit time from J- of the 1-dimensional
Brownian Bridge (B^) from 3 to 0 in time t where x = exp^iy.B).
We know by ([24]) that for 0 < e S J*
PR( sup |B*| < e) = 1-2 (-1 )n+1exp {- c o s h ( ^ ) .
e Ossst s n-1 t t
Recall that p(x) = |@| . Also, it is trivially clear that
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cosh (**£) = cosh (2neJL&L) and so cosh (*|&) = cosh (2neg(x)). 
Consequently,
r s'3J s2 P t  ( x *y ) d y (Zirt) 7  exp {- e - M }
t
7
2t 1 cos p(x)
(1-2 Z (-1)n+1 exp {■ 5 J U  COSh flMliln.
(5.8) Example
Let M = Hn => the Hyperbolic n-space and N = Hk where 1 i k ^ n-1. 
Then each Hk is totally geodesic in Hn. Then by Theorem (5.2) and the 
fact that K = -1,
e N( y ,p ? )  = (S _ ir^ _£ )n -k - 1  (co sh  p ) k (5.27)
Let us compute
Ae"1 = AC(-S^ ) '
n-k-1 _ k
2 (cosh p) 7] (5.28)
k n-k-1
7  A/sinh 
P
n-k-1
(cosh p) ‘ A(--i!^_£) _5r" ♦ ( 1 M L £ ) _ “ 2_ A(cosh p)
k
7
n-k-1
2 < 7 (liDi!_£) ^ , V(cosh p) *>
(5.29)
n-k-1 n-k-1
I aJ »«-* , 1  /Sinh pA 2 >/Sinh pA THence. *  efl A0jj" -  *  ( Ä 2 S L E )  2  A ( i l ^ )
k k _ n-k-1 _ k
+ i(cosh p)7  A(cosh p) 7  + <7 log(sin^  P) 2 , 7 log (cosh p) 7>
(5.30)
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A + B + C.
n-k-1 n-k-1
A(Slnh_e)- ~ T ~  
P
A - ^  (sinh P) 2 ./Sinh
(5.31)
ln-k-1) 2 . (n-k-1)(n-k-3) ,1 1 .
8 A------  " ----T~)7 -- ;—
p sinh p
1 ^ - »  _
B = 7  (cosh p) A(cosh p) . By using the Laplacian in polar Fermi 
coordinates,
- £  - k+4 _ k
A(cosh p) = £  (cosh p) 2 sinh2p - (cosh p) 73 (5.32)
k+2
* t-ir1 * (-k-ixsafiL.. i , . |  (cosh -?-st„h p]
k ,k+2x
k+4
" 7  *“7^  (cosh P> £ sinh^p - £  (cosh p) 7  - £  (n-k-1)(cosh p) 7
k+4
- j k(cosh p) c sinh p.
k k
Hence, B = ^ (cosh p)2 A(coshp) 7
(5.33)
" 7  Cy(-^)cosh 2P sinh2p - £ - ^-(n-k-1) - £*k cosh'2p sinh2p] (5.34) 
“ 7  C7  - jin-k) - £-k tanh2P3 (5.35)
“ " T (T ^ } tanh2P " T  (n"k) (5.36)
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_ n-k-1 _ k
C = < V log -P-) ~ ^  , 7 log (cosh p) ?>
= < 7 log(sinh P), 7 log (cosh p)>
k /n-k-U „ cosh p 7p sinh p v 
7  (~ 2 ~ } < sinh p Vp p • c5iFT 7p >
k ,n-k-^ „2  k ,n-k-1>sinh p
= 7 (— 2— ') HvPll ‘ 7 (— 7 ~ H vpH
(5.37)
(5.38)
(5.39)
(5.40)
By the Generalized Gauss Lemma ([20], Lemma 3.1), 7p = n where n is 
a unit (normal) vector field: n(x) € (TyN)x where y is the point at which 
the unit speed geodesic from x meets N orthogonally:
n x
"(x) = i=k+i P ^  (^ i ° x
and so ||n(x)|| = 1. Hence, we have:
C = Jf(n-k-1) - £(n-k-1) tan^  P
Finally, ^  = a + 8 ♦ c
(n-k-1r  . (n-k-1)(n-k-3) ,1 1 \
— s—  * - — s— ' ?  s ; 1
- £  (k-2)tanh2p - £(n-k) + J  (n-k-1) - J(n-k-1)
k (n-k-1j . (n-k-1)(n-k-3), 1------ g---- + ------ S------ K— 1 -)
£  (k-2)tanh2p - ¡fo-k-1)tan* P-
p£ sinh p
(5.41)
(5.42)
(5.43)
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(5.9) Proposition
- •*-
(coshp(x)
k
k
T  “
g (k-2)tanh2p(xs) - £(n-k-1)tanhp(xs) + V(xs))ds>).
P(xs)
Proof.
The result follows by the Integral Formula (Corollary (4.6)). Note 
that the Bridge Process is non-explosive and hence the explosion time 
 ^= + 00.
Note also that the expression on the R.H.S. of the above integral 
is in terms of the (n-k)-dimensional Euclidean Brownian Bridge when V = 0. 
In particular we deduce from Proposition (5.9) above that
case we can verify by an easy computation: We set y = exPxv * Then t*ie 
above integral becomes:
(5.44)
where r(x) = d(x,y). Thus from (5.44) we have:
coshd(x.H^)
(5.45)
If x 6 then clearly the R.H.S. of (5.45) above becomes 2ut. In this
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- J ,
d(x ,expxv)
sinhd(x,expxvj
J|v|
sinh m  * exp
I vil 2 sinh dv
2
= f , exp {- — > dv = 2irt
Jir 2t
(5.10) Example
(5.46)
(5.47)
(5.48)
let N = ŒPk for 1 £ k £ n-1. Again ŒPk is totally geodesic in ŒPn ([8];
We take M = ŒP = the 2n-dimensjional Complex Projective Space and 
i :>
Chap. 3, D, §3.24).
Now eN(y,Pc) = (l^ - £)2n"2k"1(cos p)2k+1
by ([22]; Proof of Theorem 8).
Then computing as in Example (5.5), we have:
(5.49)
(5.50)
1„i ..-1 _ 2k+1 . (2n-2k-1) . (2n-2k-1)(2n-2k-3)/ 1 1 »
7 eN *eN -T T  + --- 8---- + ---------5------- ■¡T^)
(2k+1)(2k-1) .._ 2 . (2k+1)(2n-2k-1) tan p
------- g----- tan P + ------ $-----------p
Fix a point xQ 6 IPn. Then by ([8], Chap. 3, D, Proposition 3.35)
CPn_1 is the submanifold in ŒPn antipodal to xQ. Next consider the (largest) 
tubular neighbourhood
0>£ = {x e ŒPn : d(x,IPk) < £> (5.51)
of ŒPk in tPn Hence the set of cut-focal points is:
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{x € 0Pn : d(x.OPk) = £} = {x0} (5.52)
and hence has co-dimension 2n and so Brownian Motion starting from 
x / x„ never hits x_.O 0
Consequently by ([16]; p. 109),
OV _,n
Pt °(x,y) = p“  (x,y) for all (x.y) f. {xQ} x {xQ} (5.53)
Since the Integral Formula is valid for the tubular neighbourhood (LP0, 
we have:
(5.11) Proposition
JpJ^ix.yJdy = (2Trt)“(n_k) exp {- ^( co sp ix )) ^
2k+1
f* /2k+1 . (2n-2k-1) 2 . (2n-2k-1)(2n-2k-3), 1
Ex(Xc>texP{ JQ (- i "  + ------5----- + ------------ B---------- (77 -)p (xj sin p(x )
» '» ’ ><2t' 1) u n 2p(x,) .  te^ . ) .  v(xs ))ds»
for p e (0, -j) where 5 ■ c(t) is the first exit time of the (2n-2k)-dimensional 
Euclidean Brownian Bridge from the (Euclidean) ball D(0, p  (when V = 0).
(5.12) Example
The ca^ se of the 4n-dimensional Quaternionic Projective Space HPn is 
dealt with similarly. HPk is totally goedeslc in HPn for 1 i k i n-1. By 
([22]; proof of Theorem 8),
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eB(y.ps) ■ (iiLü)«"-«“-! (cos p )41" 3 (5.54)
Computing as in the case of the Complex Projective Space, we obtain:
§6 . SOME MORE APPLICATIONS - RIEMANNIAN SUBMERSIONS AND HEAT KERNELS
We next come to some of the important applications of the main Theorem 
(the Integral Formula of the Heat Kernel). From it we will obtain the 
stochastic representation of the Heat Kernel for IPn and HPn. The tool for 
this is the Theorem below:
(6.1) Theorem ([14]; Chap. IX, Theorem 10E)
Let tt:M + B be a Riemannian submersion with minimal fibres in M. If 
(Xj.)0 s t <  ç(x) 1s Brownian Motion 1n M starting at x £ M, then 
ir(xt)0 S t < ç(x) is equal in distribution to Brownian Motion in B starting
at n(x) € B and restricted to [O.çfx)) x fi.
M BDenote by pt the Heat Kernel of M and by pt that of B. Then a
consequence of the above Theorem is that:
-(4n-4k-1 )
E  (cosp(x))
4k+3
X
(4k.3H4k.1lt,„2,-tan p(xs) + (4k+3)(4n-4k-1) ----- ?--------
(6.1)
where q = ir(y)
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(6.2) Proposition
2n-1
p f  (tt(x ),7i(y)) = (2irt)—n exp {- £ ¿ * 1  “ ^(cos p(x))“ 7
X  E ,<xc>t « p  /  ( | . ♦ u s d H Z t i i  ( .--------1—
‘ J0 4 8 1 p2(xs) sin^pix )
2
tan p(x ) (2n-n tan p(xJ
— r 1-  * ^  - n r , T  * v(* s » ds»
where p = d(-,S ) and (xg )0  £ s s  t a  5 is the submanifold Brownian 
Riemannian Bridge in S2n+1 starting at x € S2n+1 and reaching the 
submanifold S1 at time t.
Proof.
We apply (6.1) to the Riemannian submersion:
tt: S'2n+1 CP
Thus we have:
/rpn f »2n+1
Pt (ir(x),ir(y)) = j j p* (x,z)dz (6.2)
since = it ^(n(y)). The Integral Formula (Theorem (4.3)) via Proposition
(5.7) then gives the result.
We note that when V = 0, we can take (x„)0 s s $ t a c to be thes 0
2n-dimensional Euclidean Brownian Bridge.
The case of the 4n-dimensional Quaternionic Projective Space HPn is 
dealt with similarly.
(6.3) Proposition
4n-1
p®"(ir(x)tir(y)) = (2Trtf2n exp{- - 2 ^ }  ( Sipfx))} (cos P(x))
__r rt /3 . (4n-1)2 , (4n-1)(4n-3)/ 1
Ex(Xç>t exp{ J Q ( *  + — g—  + ----- 5-----17 ^
3 tan2 p(x ) 3(4n-1)tan p(x )
1
P U SJ
------ 2-----j
xg) sin p(xs)
+ V(xs))ds}).
Proof.
Me use the Riemannian submersion
TT j4n+3 ■> HPn
3
whose(minimal) fibres are the 3-spheres S : 
By (6.1) we have:
HPn
pt (ir(x),Tr(y))= J 3^
-4n+3
P* (x,z)dz (6
We obtain the result by the Integral formula via Proposition (5.7). When 
V = 0, we can take (xs)0 i s i t a ( 0 to be 4n-dimensional Euclidean 
Brownian Bridge starting from x € R^n and ending at 0 in time t.
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CHAPTER III : EXACT AND ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF THE INTEGRAL OF THE 
HEAT KERNEL OVER A SUBMANIFOLD
SO. INTRODUCTION
- n~k 2
Set rt(x,N) = (2nt) 0"J(x) exp {- > •
Following the same lines as in [37], we will prove the following Lemma:
(0.1) Lemma 
3r A0-J
-j^(x.N) = -jA^ix.N)--- r^(x)rt(x,N).
20N
Proof
It is well known that for real-valued functions f, we have:
Now
A exp(f) = {Af + ||Vf|r> exp(f)
-  n ' l( 2 
, rt(x,N) = (2irt) "7 ‘ expilog 0'J(x) -
Hence using (0.1) we get after some simplifications:
^Art(-,N) - ^ C-— J ^  + f?3rt(-,N).
0 N 1
On the other hand,
-yf(-.N) = C- ^  + ^ rt(_*N)-
(0.1)
( 0 . 2 )
(0.3)
(0.4)
We thus get the result by (0.3) and (0.4).
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§1. SEMI-CLASSICAL SEMIGROUPS FOR SUBMANIFOLD BRIDGE PROCESSES 
Set qt(x,N) = BN(x)rt(x,N).
(1.1) Lemma
aq* lc.j
-^(x,N) = Lqt(x,N) - -^(x)qt(x,N).
N
Proof
aq* a»v , Ae'S
- ^ - ( - .N )  = BN - § y ( - . N) = BN[^Art (- ,N )  -  — j  r t (-kN)] (1.1)-
29 N
Aqt(-,N) = B ^  (-,N) + rt(-,N)ABN + 2<Vrt(-,N) ,VBfJ> (1.2)
Using (1.2) we substitute for B^r^i-.N) in (1.1) to get:
3q . . A8 m
-jf(-.N) = ^Aqt(-,N) - £  rt(-,N)ABN - <Vrt(-N),VBN> - B^ — ^  rt(-,N)
26 N
(1.3)
-  2
= ^ q t(-.N)-(2irt) "^expt- |f>[^«_jABN + ^ A e ' j ]  ' <?rt<“*N>
i ^  2 . a c n vbn ve'J , .
= ^ Aq^(-,N)-(2irt) C^ exp{- — <-g—  > — ■ <Vr^(-,N),7B^>
N N ® N
AC
= -jAq^i“»N) - -jr q^(-»N) + <7 log B^, Vlog 8 ^>q^(-»N)
N
(1.4)
- <Vrt(-.N),VBN>
But
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<Vrt(-.N),VBN> = <V log rt(-.N),V log BN>qt(-.N)
. <- *£.V log BN>qt(-,N) * <* log BN>qt(-.N).
(1.5)
Hence by (1.4) and (1.5) we have:
LC: Lq - O.» '»9 qt(-.«  - 7’°* V ’ t'-'"» * ^ P-,,0 5 V
t
since <b, Vlog qt(-.N> -Vlog CN>qt(-.N) - " t <b,7o>’
But by (3.21) of Chapter II, <b + Vlog BN«Vp> - 0 and so.
aq
I F
LC.
£(-,N) = Lqt(-.N) - -¿J * 9t(-.N)-
Define for t 2 s > 0 the operators QN 
compact support in MQ as follows:
-l M
 ^®f*.*lf1(x) 3 q,.(x,N)
QM°(t,s) on C2(M)-functions with
(QH°(t,s) ) - t .  1 ‘ Pt_s (qs(-»N)f)(x)
(1.6)
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where (P..0)t * 0 is the Markov Semigroup of operators associated to the 
MoHeat Kfernel pt Thus the R.H.S. of (1.6) becomes:
qs(z.N)f(z)pt°s(x,z)dz (1.7)
(1.2) Lemma
■^(QN°(t,s)f)(x) = CL-V + V log qt(-,N) + ^ ] ( o ”°(t,s)f)(x)
Proof.
The proof follows the same lines asthose of Lemma (2.3) of [37]:
¿(QN0(t,s)f)(x) = £  (qt(x,N) _1 p“°s(qs(-.N)f)(x)) (1.8)
= - qt(x.N) ' 2 (x,N) p”®s(qs(-,N)f)(x)
+ qt(x.N) _1 £  (Pt!s(qs(-,N)f)(x)) (1.9)
= -qt(x,N) * Kqt(x,N).Pt®s(qs(-,N)f)(x)
+ qt(x,N) _1 L(P^s(qs(-,N)f)(x). (1.10)
The first expression on the R.H.S. (1.10) is due to Lemma (1.1) above 
and the second expression to Theorem (1.6) of [4].
(1.10) is equal to:
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Lqt(x,N) LCn M„
1
+ qt(x,N)-1[(QN°(t.s)f)(x)-Lqt(x,N) + qt(x,N)-L(QN°(t,s)f)(x) (1.11)
M M
+ <Vqt(x,N), V(QN°(t,s)f)(x)> - V(x)*qt(x,N)*(QN°(t,s)f)(x)J
LC M
= [(L-V) + V log qt(-.N) + -j4](QN°(t,s)f)(x): ( 1. 12)
as can be seen directly.
(1.3) Proposition 
2
For f € C (M) with compact support in Mq and t i s > 0, we have:
(QN°(t,t-s)f)(x) = Ex(xc>sf(xt(s))exP (| (xt(r))dr}))
where (xt(s))0 £  s S t a (  is the submanifold Bridge Process defined in 
Chapter II.
Proof.
The proof follows similar arguments as those of Proposition (2.7) 
in [37].
Define the process (^(r)) r i 0 on MQ by:
^(r) = xt(r a c). (1.13)
Further define the process (y(r))0 s r s s by:
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y:[0,s] X n H-Jlt-s.tJ X M0 X R
y(r) = (t-r, ^(r), v(r)) 
f*" twhere v(r) = exp { -»-!■ (co (u))du}
Jo lN
LCN(a)t(r))v(r)
i.e. dv(r) -------- *------dr .
CN(u(r))
Finally define,
Mn
9a(x) = (QN°(a,t-s)f)(x) for a 2 t - s > 0 
and
h(a,x,v) = ga(x)v for v £ 0.
Then
h(y(r)) = hit-r.w^rj.vir)) = gt_r(wt(r))v(r) 
and
dh(y(r)) = dgt_r(a)t(r))v(r) + gt_r(wt(r))dv(r)
= [l^t-ri^irjjdr + <7gt_r(ut(r)), urdBr> t
u ( o )
+ <b(wt(r)) + v log qt_r(ut(r),N), Vgt.r(u»t(r))> t dr
to (r)
, t t LtUuft ))v(r)
+ 7 Agt-r(<i,t(r))dr3v(r) + g(u(r)) — 2— r— ---- dr a.s.
7  t r  t-r CN(«*(r»
where (ur )0 s r < + » is the horizontal lift of (u’(,r))0 s r <
(1.14)
(1.15)
(1.16)
(1.17)
(1.18)
(1.19)
( 1.20)
( 1.21)
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on the frame bundle 0(MQ) of MQ. The above is Ito's formula in
differential form.
Set r' = t-r, then
39r' / t
3rr (m(r))
. JL,. (^(r'.t-siOU^r)).'
By Lemma (1.2), (1.23) becomes:
LC M
-[(L-V) + V log q i(-,N) + ,t-s)f)(a> (r))
N
LCm t %
-[(L-V) + v log Q^_r(”»N) + -^0(Q^ (t-r,t-s)f)(w (r)).
M.
Recalling that g ^ w V ) )  = (QN°(t-r.t-s)fHwV)) we substitute 
(1.25) in (1.21) to obtain:
dh(y(r)) = <vgt „(^(r)), u dB > t v(r) a.s 
^ w (r)
Hence we have:
h(y(s)) = h(y(0)) + M(s) a.s.
where M(s) = J* v(r)<vgt_p(ut(r)).urdBr>^t
( r )
( 1.22)
(1.23)
(1.24)
(1.25)
(1.26)
(1.27)
(1.28)
is a local martingale.
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Now, we have:
h(y(s)) = h(t-s, co^is),v(s))
= (QN°(t-s,t-s)f)(o)t(s))v(s)
= f (a»t(s) )v(s) _ O - 29)
M
and h(y(0)) = h(t,x.1) = (QN°(t.t-s)f)(x). (1*30)
Hence both h(y(s)) and h(y(0)) are bounded on n and hence M(s) is a 
bounded local martingale and so is a martingale.
Consequently, we have:
Ex(h(y(s))) = Ex(h(y(0))) = h(y(0))
» (QN°(t,t-s)f)(x) (1.31)
l.e. (^N°(t»t-s)f)(x) “ Ex(h(y(s)))
= Ex(f(ut(s))v(s)) (1.32)
a Ex(Xc>sf(“t(s))v(s)) + Ex(f(b,t(s))v(s)xcss) {1*33)
- Ey(Xr>sf(xt(s))«xp {fS ^ ( x t(s))dr)) 0*34)
x Ac>s Jo
since f(xt(s)) - 0 for s i c. The proposition is thus proved.
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(1.4) Corollary
If M has no cut-focal points with respect to N, then 
(Q^(t,t-s)f )(x) = Ex(f(xt(s))exp { (xt(u))du}).
Proof.
The proof is immediate since ç = + <*> in this case.
We can recover the Integral Formula of Chapter II from the above 
Proposition. First we prove:
M M
lim (QN°(t,t-s)f)(x) = qt(x,N)-1 f f(y)pt°(x,y)dy. 
s+t n 1 Jn L
Proof.
(Q^°(t,t-s)f)(x) = qt(x.N)_1p“0(qt_s(-,N)f)(x) (1.35)
p ” ° ( q t . s ( - . N ) f ) ( x )  = [ qt_s(z.N)f(z)p”°(x,z)dz (1.36)
o
f Mn- qt_s(expv(y,v),N)f(expv(y,v))*ps°(x,expv(y,v))eN(y,v)dydv(1.37)
Now, E° c  N * R’1”*5 and f has compact support in MQ ■ exp^(E°) and so (1.37)
becomes after setting t-s - r:
n-k M_
(2irr) _2_{ N)<Rn-ke><p { " > cN(expv(y,v))f(expv(y,v))pt- r (x,expviy,v))0N(y»v)
dydv. (1.38)
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We next set V = /r u and so (1.38) becomes:
_ n-k 2 M
(2*) | n _ k  exp {- }CN(expv(y,/r a)))*f(expv(y,/r w))pt°r(expv(y,/r w)
• N *R
x e^(y,/r wjdydoj (1.39)
which converges as r + 0 to: 
n-k_ ii iv |^/| 2
(2tt) “H  CN(y)f(y)eN(y,0)pt°(x,y)dy J n_k exp {- }dw
* N  ^R
= [ f(y)Pt°(x,y)dy
J n z
(1.40)
(1.41)
since CN(y) = 1 = 0N(y,O)
2 n-k
and | n _ k  exp {- } du = (2tt) ^ .
JR
The Lemma is thus proved.
(1.6) Theorem
(1) For N compact, we have:
(1.42)
|^f(y)pt°(x,y)dy = <lt(x,N)Ex(xc>tf(y°)exp (j^ (xt(s))ds>).
(11) For any complete submanifold N, we have:
| f(y)pt°(x,y)dy » qt(x,N)Ex(xc>tf(y°)exp {|^ (xt(s))ds>).
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Proof.
(i) We first assume that MQ is compact.
Then we let s + t in Proposition (1.3): The integrand on the R.H.S. 
is bounded by a constant C(t,x,N) depending only on (t,x,N) and so by 
the bounded convergence Theorem, we have:
Recall (see Lemma (3.3) of Chapter II) that, in the case that N is 
compact,
where both (y°)ossst and *with vt = 0 by definition) are sample
continuous (a.s.) and hence lim x^s) = y? a.s.
stt 1
Consequently (1.44) equals:
(1.43)
(1.44)
xt(s) = expv(y°,vs) (1.45)
(1.46)
For a more general MQ, we let be a sequence of compact subsets
of Mq exhausting MQ. We can take the sequence such that N <= Mjj for all 
j 2 1. We also suppose that f has support which is compact in M^. By 
the above, we have:
(y)Pt° ( x » y ) d y  = qt(x,N)Ex(xj..>t<r(y? )exp{ } 0 (xt(u))du>). (1.47)
Then taking limits as j + «, we obtain the result.
(ii) Again we take a sequence (M^)j^ compact subsets of MQ exhausting 
Mq. By hypothesis N is complete in M and hence closed. Consequently 
N n is compact in M and so by (i) we have:
!|j LQ'
f H f(y)pt°(x,y)dy = qt(x,NnM^)E (X_ >t.^(y2)exp{f -^(xt(u))du>) ^*48^
JNnM J * t o x t j0 ln
o
since CNnMj(x) = CN(x) for x e M~. 
o
Then taking limits as j + « in (1.48), we obtain the result since 
N n t N as j I ».
§2. EXACT AND ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS
We will begin this section with the following important Lemma:
(2.1) Lemma
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* M L(CNf) . 2
£  (QN°(t,t-s)f)(x) = (QN°(t.t-s)[— <7p%Vf>])(x).
Proof.
M . M
(QN°(t,t-s)f)(x) = qt(x,N) 1 Ps°(qt_s(-,N)f)(x).
Hence we have:
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A ( Q N°(t,t-s)f)(x) = qt(x,Nr' £  (Ps°(qt_s(-.N)f)(x))1 3 /n^O/
By definition,
M M
. Mo PS!h^t-fS+h)(-*N)f)-PS0(V .£ ( P  °(q (_,N)f) (x)) = lim-SlS— U s + h J -------- §---
3s s t_s h+0 h
. (I) 
h+0 h
♦ lim Ps>t-(s*h)<-N*f> - Ps?h<qt-s<-*N>f>
h+o : ( id
Now, (I) = £  (p”°(qt.s(-,N)f))|r=s
- Ps°(L(qt-s(-.N)f))
by ([4], (2) of Theorem (1.6))
(II) » lim Ps?h(qt-(s+h)(~,N)f) ' Ps V qt-s(~,N)f) 
h+0 R
. pV  1m ' ' h V - ' » 1,
s h+0 R J
( 2. 1)
(2.2)
(-,N)f)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
( 2.8)
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■ ps°<’;s - 1,-s<--N>f»> (2.9)
* ps°(p"0< A (,'t-s‘--N)f>» (2.10)
■ ps°<ST<Vs<-’"),)>- (2.11)
Set r = t-s, then
¿ ( q t.s(-.Wf) = - £  (qp(-.N)f) (2.12)
3qr= - ^ ( - . N ) f (2.13)
lcn= - L(q(-,N))f + - A  qr(-,N)f
C r >
(2.14)
L C n= “ L(qt_s(-.N))f + -¡A qt_s(-,N)f.
N
(2.15)
Therefore,
M LC 
(II) - PS°C- L(qt.s(-,N)f + -¡A qt.s(-,N)f] .
N
(2.16)
Consequently by (2.6) and (2.16) above,
¿ ( o ”0(t.t-s)f)(x)
M LC
- qt(x,N)"1Ps°[L(qt_s(-.N)f)-L(qt_s(-.N))f + qt_s(-.N)f](x) (2.17)
N
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(t,t-s)[
L ( q t  ,N)f) L ( q t  _ ( - . N ) ) f  
~q^FTTTT---- (2.18)
Now,
L(qt_s(-.N)f) = L ( q t _ s ( - , N ) ) f  ♦ qt . s ( - . N ) L f  ♦ <Vqt . s ( - , N ) , V f >
- Vqt _ s ( - . N ) * f .
(2.19)
Therefore (2.18) becomes:
(t.t-s)CLf + <V log q (-,N) ,Vf> - Vf](x)
tN
L (C  f )
(t,t-s)[— jr—----<V log CN , Vf> + <V log qt_s(-,N) ,Vf>](x)
( 2 . 20 )
( 2 . 21)
Now,
2
7 1o9 qt.s(x.N) = - '2'('t-s') + 7 l °9 CN(x)
and so (2.21) becomes:
M L ( C Nf )  .  ?
- 2^  <^P .">](*>
( 2.22)
(2.23)
and so the Lemma is proved.
For r £ s > 0, define the operators (F(r,s)) on measurable functions 
f as follows:
(F(r,s)f)(x) = f(Y (r-s)) N
(2.24)
where -yN is the unique minimal geodesic from x € MQ to y £ N in time r. 
Yn is thus given in (Cartesian) Fermi coordinates as:
(2.25)
V u> - £  xj<*><l£7>x + (1 - F> <_L, xj(x)(3xT)x
j=1 j=k+1
Thus we have:
Yn(°) = £  Xj(x)(^|-)x = x € Mq 
YN(r) = ^  xj(x)(?|j)x = y € N
y'(u) = - i Z xj(x)('3x— )»* 
N r j=k+1 J 3xj x
(2.2) Lemma
For U r i s > 0 ,
M M
^ ( Q N°(t,t-s)F(t-s.t-r)f)(x) = (QN°(t,t-s)
L(CNF(tTs,t-r)f))
p (x) i
UN
Proof.
The proof is exactly as in the previous Lemma except that (2.12) 
becomes:
£ ( q t_s(-.N)F(t-s.t-r)f) - - ^  (-,N)*F(u.t-r)f(u=t_s
(2.26)
+ t>u(-*N>*^r°:(u*t-r)f)|u-t-s
■ " L(qu(-.N))F(u.t-r)f|u»t-s * “Cj~qu(',N)F(u,t"r)f |u-t-s
+ qu(-.N)^ r<F(u*t-r)f)|u-t-s
(2.27)
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LCN= - L(qt_s(-,N))F(t-s.t-r)f • qt_s(-,N)F(t-S,t-r)f
+ (W _*N) Jr (F(u*t-r)f)|u*t-s
Consequently we have:
rl
js (QN°(t,t-s)F(t-s,t-r)f)(x)
M L(CNF(t-s,t-r)f)
= QN°(t,t-s)[----N
'N
2(t-s) <Vp2.VF(t-s,t-r)f>
Now,
- ¿ ( F ( g . t - r ) f ) .  , t . s :
^(F(u,t-r)f)|u,t_s - (f(YN(u-t*r))|u.t.
where is the unique minimal geodesic from x € MQ to y € N in time 
We know that:
YN(r) = A + (1- £)B where A = Z xa(x)(JL)x ; B = Z x (s)(^-)x
a=1 a a=k+1 a
Hence, Jr(f(YN(u-t+r)))|u=t-s = ^¿(u-t+r)|u.t-s*yf(YN(u_t+r))|u-t-s: 
= - - ^ y 2<B,Vf(YN(r-s))> = - irp^7<Vp2(x),V[F(t-s,t-r)f](x)> 
since B = £Vp2(x) and DfoyN(r-s)(B) = Df(yN(r-s))(B)^j .
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.34)
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Thus (2.29) becomes:
^ ( Q N°(t,t-s)F(t-s,t-r)f)(x) = QN°(t.t-s)C c- ---- ](x) (2.35)
L(CNF(t-s,t-r)f
N
and so the Lemma is proved.
(2.3) Proposition
Let be the unique minimal geodesic from x 6 Mn to N in time t.
Then:
M_ q
(QN (t,t-s)f)(x) = f(yN(s)) + ^  a^s.x.N) + Rq^s,x,N)
L(CNg)
where for Lr g = — *--- i
lN
an(s,x,N) =
s fS1 n-1
(F(t»t-sn)LcNF(t_sn,t'sn-l)LCNF t^'sn-1,t‘sn-2)'
... Lc F(t-s2,t-sl)Lc^F(t-s1,t-s)f)(x)ds1...dsn
for 1 £ n £ q,
Fa + 1 * x =(1+1 JQ JO
(QN°(t,t-sq+1)LC F(t-sq+1 ,t-sq)
,. Lc F(t-s2,t-s1 )LC F(t-s1tt-s)f)(x)dsr ..dsq+1. 
N N
Proof
By Lemma (2.2) above we have for t £ s > ° >
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rs a Hn
rs K= j (QN°(t.t-s1)LCNF(t-s1.t-s)f)(x)ds1.
The L.H.S. of (2.36) is given by:
M M .
(QN°(t,t-s)F(t-s,t-s)f)(x) - (QN°(t,t)F(t,t-s)f)(x).
H
Since F(t-s,t-s) and QN°(t,t) are identity operators, (2.37) becomes:
Mn(QN°(t,t-s)f)(x) - (F(t,t-s)f)(x)
= (QN°(t,t-s)f)(x) - f(yN(s)).
Thus we have:
M s M
(QN°(t,t-s)f)(x) =■ f(yN(s)) + | (QN°(t,t-s1)Lc^F(t-s1,t-s)f)(x)ds1
Set f. = Lr F(t-s.,t-s)f. Then f. is smooth with compact support in M 
1 UN 1 
Hence for t 2 s > o ,
M rS1
(Q|l°(tat-s^ )f^ )(x ) =■ (F U .t -s ^ f fX x )  ♦ Jq (QN°(t,t-s2)LCNF(t-s2.t-s
(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)
.(2.40)
o’
1)f1(x)ds2
(2.41)
and so (2.40) becomes:
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Mrt rs
(QN°(t,t-s)f)(x) = f(yN(s)) + j (F(t,t-s1)Lc F(t-s1,t-s)f)(x)ds1
fs f 1
Jo (QN°(t,t-s2)Lc^F(t-s2,t-s1)Lc^F(t-sl,t-s)f)(x)ds1ds2.
( 2 .4 2 )
The Proposition is thus proved for n = 1. Suppose by induction that 
it is true for n; 1 £ n £ q. Set
f = Lr F(t-s ,t-s .)Lr (t-s .,t-s J  ... Lr F(t-s.,t-s)f. n n n-l n-l n-c i
Then computations as before show that: 
sn-1 M
lo lo' ’** io" ' (QN°(t’t-sn)fn)(x) = an(s*x*N) + Fn+1(s*x'N) (2-43)
i.e. Fn(s,x,N) = an(s,x,N) + Fn+1(s,x,N)
and so the Proposition is proved.
A natural assumption for the Theorem below is that f depends only 
on the projection of MQ onto N (viewed in Cartesian Fermi Coordinates).
(2.4) Theorem (An Exact Expansion Formula)
Let N be a complete and f smooth of compact support in M and depending
LCNonly on the projection of MQ onto N. Then for and
LC F(1-rq+i»1_rQ) ••• Lc F(1-r2,1-rj)Lc fopN bounded, we have:
N H H N N
M q
f(y)pt°(x,y)dy-qt(x,N)[f(YN(t)) ♦ bj(x,N)t^+Rq+1 (t,x,N)tq+1]
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for all q £ 1 where
M x .N) = [1 (FO.I-rJLp fopN)(x)dr 
1 JO 1 lN 1
frn-1
... j (F(1.1-rn)Lc Fd-^.l-r,,.,)bn(x,N) =
1 fr 1
0 JO
... Lc F(1-r2,1-r1)Lc^f°pN)(x)dr1...drn
for 2 £ n £ q,
f1 fPl fr<l Mo
Rq+1(t,X,N) = J0 J0 “ * J0 (QN (t,t"trq+1)LCNF(1_rq+1,1_rq)
LCMF^ ‘rq»1-rq-1 ^ * * •LCNF^1_r2,1_r1 ^ LCN PN) (x)dri • • •drq+iN
f1 fr 1 frq
0 Jo
. . .  f Ey(x_.„t _ (Lr F ( 1 - r _ , ,1 - r jL r F(1-r„,1-r„_,,) . . .  
Jo X q+1 N q+1 * 'q'LCN' u V  'q-1
[trq+1 LS
lo ^
... Lc Fd-r^l-r^Lj. fopN)(xt(trq+1))exp {J^ 1 ^ x t(s))ds})dr1...drq+1
where the integrand is assumed bounded and : MQ ---> N is the projection
of Mq onto N (viewed in Fermi Coordinates).
Proof
Consider (F(t-s1,t-s)f(x) = f(yN(s-s1))
where y n is the unique minimal geodesic from x to N in time t-s^: In 
Cartesian Fermi-Coordinates,
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s-s.
Y«(s-S,) = £ xi^x^ 3x— + 1 xj(x)(^ r )N 1 j=l J 3xj x z S1 j=k+1 J dxj
Since f depends only on the projection of M onto N, we have:
f i y ^ S - S j ) )  = f ÎY f lU -S^ ) .
Also, Y^(t-s^) = p n ( y n ( 0 ) )  = PN(x). Thus, fiy^t-s^) = f°PN(x) and
(F(t-s1,t-s)f)(x) = fopN(x).
Me now let s t t in Proposition (2.3):
For the L.H.S,
FI t Ma
lim (QN°(t,t-s)(x) = qt(x,N) 1 f(y)pt°(x,y)dy 
s+t N * JN *
by Lemma (1.5). For the R.H.S, set s, = tr^; i = 1,2,...,n. Then,
t-tr
F(t,t-sn) = F(t,t-trn) = F( 1, — ^-) = F(1,1-rn)
t-tr,,
F(t-s•,t-s^_j) 3 F(t-tr^,t-tr^_^) = F(1, )
1-r, .
3 F(1* - r?Ti) " Fi1"ri* 1-r1-1)
for i = 2,...,n. Consequently in Proposition (2.3),
(2.44)
(2.45) 
so,
(2.46)
rn-1**-rn-2)
(2.47)
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Set f = L« F( 1 -r ,1 -r .) • • • F(1-r2»1-r.)L~ N,r^,...,rn CN n n-i ln c i
Then f is bounded by a constant independent of r..... r and hence,
r 1.... rn i n
an(s,x,N) bn(x,N)tn as s + t.
Similarly we have:
rS/t /l t q t
F . (s,x,N) = ... Ev(xc>tr fr r (x (tr'o+1))
9+1 Jo Jo Jo x c trq+1 1....q+1 q
tr
f LC.j t
exp {jo (x (u))du}drr ..drq+1.
(2.48)
Since the integrand is assumed bounded, it is clear that:
Fq+1(s,x,N) - Rq+l(t,x,N)tq+1 as s t t (2.49)
and so the Theorem is proved.
(2.5) Theorem (Asymptotic Expansion Formula)
Suppose that the integrand above is bounded i.e. both f _
K rr ,,,,rq+1
LC nand -¡A are bounded. Then:
M q
f f(y)p,.0(x,y)dy = qt(x,N)Cf(YN(t)) + T. b.(x,N)tJ + o(tq)]
J n z 1  j - 1  J
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Proof
It is clear that Rq+1(t,x,N) is bounded by the above boundedness 
assumption and hence
Rq+1(t,x,N)tq+1 = o (tq ).
§3. SOME APPLICATIONS-SUBMERSIONSAND HEAT KERNELS
Let ~:M -*• B be a submersion (not necessarily Riemannian). This 
means that the derivative map T~ is such that:
T n:T 11 x x -> Tn(x)B
is surjective for each x 6 M.
(3.1) Proposition
I n - I d(x,N)2
! , ^(y)pt°(x,y)dy = (2Trt) i  C..(x)exp {---- —  )
■'ll-1 (q) r
x Ex(V t f(y t )exp { |0 "c~(xt(s))ds})
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where MQ is a tubular neighbourhood of N = if1(q) in M and b = dimension 
of B.
Proof.
This is immediate from the Integral Formula (Chapter II, Theorem 4.3
and its Corollary (4.6)). The only difference is that the factor 
n-k b
(2nt) 2“ is replaced by (2nt)“ 7. This is because by ([10], Theorem
5.8 p. 79), N = if 1(q) is a (closed, regular) submanifold of dimension n-b 
where b = rank of n = dim Txn(TxM) = dim B. The last equality is due 
to the surjectivity of Txii for each x 6 M.
We shall suppose that the set of cut-focal points of M with respect 
N = if 1(q) has capacity zero. Hence we have:
p^(x,y) = pt°(x,y) for all (x,y) e MQ x Mq. 
_____________ -I
If we choose f = /det(T.n)(T.n)*, then
M_
(3.1)
- D 2 
( , /det(T n)(T n)* p”(x,y)dy = (2nt) 7  CN(x)exp {- -(-^ -)
Jn"’(q) y y * n 2t
---------------  ft lcn t
V  /det(T 0n)(T on)* exp{ -3(xl(s))ds>) 
5>fc yt yt Jo UNx Ex(
(3.2)
The following is due to K.D. Elworthy (see also [9] pages 1-3). The 
proof is left out.
(3.2) Theorem
Let M and B be Riemannian manifolds and let n:M + B be a submersion.
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U
Let (zt)g < t < + <*> be a diffusion on M with Heat Kernel pt(-,-) and let 
p^rB---- ► R be the density of ir(zt). Then we have:
pt  (q ) ■L-(q ) ✓det(T n)(T n) * pi?(x,y)dy.
(3.3) Theorem
Under the conditions of Theorem (3.2), the density pt (q) has the 
following expansion:
_ b g
Pt (q) = (2irt) 7 CN(x) exp {- -d-(^ N) ) [tfc+ b^x.Njt
+ b2(x,N)t^ + ... + bm(x,N)tm + Rm+1(t,x,N)tm+1].
Proof.
The proof is immediate by the Exact Expansion Formula (Theorem (2.4)) 
and Theorem (3.2) above.
(3.4) Remarks
(i) We are (of course) assuming suitable boundedness conditions as in 
Theorem (2.5).
(ii) We can thus replace Rm+i(t,x,N)tm+1 by o(tm).
(iii) In particular if B = Rb, then
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Pt,(q) =f _1 /det(Dn(y))(Dn(y))* P^(x,y)dy
n" (q)
(3.3)
Thus pt (q) depends on n and its derivatives along
N = lf1(q).
(iv) If the submersion n:M + B is Riemannian, then:
(Ty]l)(Tyn)* : Tn(y)B -► Tn(y)B is the identity and so:
Pt(p.q) “ [ -1, . P?(x.y)dy (
Jn (q)
where p = n(x). This is just the formula of Theorem (6.1) of Chapter II.
(v) When B = Rb and the fibres jf1(q) are minimal submanifolds of M, 
then by ([14], Chapter IX, Theorem 10E), n(zt) is isonomous to Brownian 
Motion on Rb since U t)0 s t < + » is Brownian Motion on M with zQ = x. 
Consequently,
(3.5)
where p = n(x). 
Also, we have:
(3.6)
= qt(x.N)[1 + bj(x,N)t + ... + bm(x,N)tm + o(tm)] (3.7)
by the Asymptotic Expansion Formula.
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Thus we have the equalities:
_ b g
(2nt) 7  exp {- ■■H P g lJ- >
_ b 2 |_q
= (2nt) 7  CN(x)exp {- d(x^ ) } Ex (Xj;>t exp (j^ (xt(s)ds})
_ b 2 m .
= (2nt) 7  CN(x)exp {- -d% y . } C1 + + o(tm)]
In this case d(x,N) = ||p-q|| , the equalities of (3.8) and (3.9) 
become:
1 = S (x )E x(xc>t exp ( j*  -^ (x t (s))ds>
ID • _
= CN[1 + E b.(x,N)tJ + o(tm )]
N j = 1 J
whence:
CN(x) = 1 = Ex(xc>t exp { J* - ^ ( x t(s))ds>) 
bj(x,N) = 0 for all j ■ 1,2,3,...
(3.8)
(3.9)
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CHAPTER IV : EXACT_AND ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION}OF THE HEAT KERNEL IN A 
GEODESIC CHART
§0. INTRODUCTION
We will continue to assume that M is a connected complete n-dimensional
Riemannian manifold and L = + b + V where b is a smooth vector field
on M and V a potential term which we assume continuous at first and
smooth later. p^(-,-) is the fundamental solution associated to L (for 
Mthe existence of p£(-,-) see [33, Theorem 1).
Let (P^)t^o t*ie associated Markov Semigroup of operators. If y 
is a pole for M; K.D. Watling in [373 has defined Semi-Classical Semigroups 
(Qy(t,s))t 2 s > 0 and their associated Semi-Classical Brownian Riemannian 
Bridges (xt(s))0 s s £ t. He then proves important properties of such 
Semi-Classical Semigroups leading up to: (1) an extended version of the 
Elementary Heat Kernel Formula of K.D. Elworthy and A. Truman (see [173) 
and (2) an Exact Expansion Formula which exhibits small time asymptotic 
behaviour.
Here we will generalize the results in [373 to a local situation. Let 
(exp~1,U) be a geodesic chart at y € M where U lies in a star-shaped set 
and has compact closure and smooth boundary as in Chapter I. Let pt(-,-) 
be the Heat Kernel in U associated to the operator L i.e. the fundamental 
solution of L with Dlrichlet boundary conditions (for the existence of 
p^(-,-) see [33, Theorem 2). Finally let (P^^g *>e the associated 
Semigroup of operators.
What we have done 1n Chapters II and III already provides a further 
generalization of the above situation: When we take N - {y}, then (1) 
the Fermi coordinates reduce to the usual geodesic normal coordinates 
about y € M.
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(2) The tubular neighbourhood M. of N becomes the domain U of a geodesic
-1 Mo Uchart (expw ,U), (3) the Heat Kernel p “(-,-) is replaced by pt(-,-) and
V M u
(4) the Markov Semigroup P^° is replaced by P^. We will simply reproduce 
the corresponding (and relevant) results in this Chapter. These will 
however lead to more important results on more general manifolds (i.e. 
not necessarily having a pole at any point).
We will (by this method) obtain (1) a local version of the extended 
Elementary Formula of K.D. Elworthy and A. Truman (as we did by another 
method in Chapter I), (2) an Exact Expansion Formula from which we deduce 
an Asymptotic Expansion Formula for p^(x,y) and p!^ (x,y), (3) under certain 
conditions, formulae linking coefficients in the expansion of p^(-,-) and 
those of the integral of the Heat Kernel over a submanifold, (4) making use 
of Milson's formula, coefficients in the expansion of the Heat Kernel of 
the Hyperbolic n-space. We will further compute the coefficients b^(y,y) 
and b2(y,y) in the small time asymptotic expansion of p!j?(y,y) in terms 
of the curvature at y and we will finally give the "raw" expression for 
the fourth coefficient b3 (y,y).
SI. NOTATIONS
The notation is as in Chapter I where the parameter y = 1 or as in 
Chapters II and III where N = {y>. In particular Cut(y) will denote the 
cut-locus of M at y e M and (xt(s))0 s s s t a c the Semi-Classical Brownian 
Rlemannian Bridge from x € KNCut(y) to y in time t and first exiting from 
►SCutiy) at the (random) time c. In other words, (xt(s))0 S  s S  t a  5  is 
the inhomogeneous process with generator + b + 7 log qt_s(-,y) where
_ n 2
q^x.y) - (2nt) 7  Cy(x)exp { - }
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§2. SEMI-CLASSICAL SEMIGROUPS AND EXACT FORMULA FOR THE DIRICHLET 
HEAT KERNEL IN U.
Set wt(r) = xt(r a t ) (2.1)
where (xt(s))0 $ s < t a ; is the Semi-Classical Bridge Process defined 
above and T = x(t) is its first exit time from 0. Observe thatut(r) 
is the process x^r) started at x e U and killed at the first exit from 
0.
Define for t £ s > 0 and bounded measurable functions f the Semi- 
Classical Semigroups on U ( ( t,s)) as follows:
(Qy(t,s)f)(x) = qt(x,y) ' 1 P^_s(qs(-,y)f)(x). (2.2)
(2.1) Theorem
For f smooth and of support in U, we have for t 2 s > 0,
(Qy(tft-s)f)(x) = Ex(xT>sf(xt(s))exp { -jr^ (xt(r))dr}).
Proof.
This follows at once from Proposition (1.3) of Chapter III where we 
take N = {y}.
The Corollary below immediately follows as a special case of Corollary
(1.4) of Chapter III.
(2.2) Corollary
If M has a pole at y € M, then
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(Qw(t,t—s)f)(x) = E (f(xt(s))exp { 
y A
(2.3) Remark
The above Corollary is Proposition (2.7) in [37J. 
have removed the boundedness condition imposed there on
Observe that we 
LC
Next we have one of the principal results of this section: the local 
version of the extended Elementary Formula of K.D. Elworthy and A. Truman. 
First we have the Lemma below.
(2.4) Lemma
Let U <= NKCut(y) with compact closure and smooth boundary. Then we 
have, for f(y) = 1,
lim (Q^(t.t-s)f)(x) = qt(x,y)"1p*(x,y). 
stt y
Proof.
The proof is clear from the proof of Lemma (1.5) of Chapter III 
where we take N = {y}.
(2.5) Theorem (the Local Version of Elementary Formula)
(i) Let U = hSCut(y) with compact closure and smooth boundary. Then, 
for f(y) = 1,
u r* LCv t
pj(x,y) = 9t*x,y E^x^XT>texp {j0 (xt(r))dr>)*
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(ii) For any U <= IKCut(y), we have, for f(y) = 1,
t LC
p^(x,y) = qt(x»y)Ex(XT>texp i|o -^•(xt(s))ds}).
Proof.
(i) We let s + t in Theorem (2.1): The integrand on the R.H.S. is 
bounded by a constant depending only on (t,x,y) and sg by the bounded
convergence Theorem,
s LC
lim E (x .tf(xt(s))exp { [ -p^ - (xt(r))dr>) 
s+t x T>t JO uy
■ Ex(xT>tf(xt(t))exp {J^ -p^ - (xt(s))ds>) (2.3)
= Ex(XT>texp {l o - ^ (xt(s))ds})
(2.4)
since f(xt(t)) =■ f(y) = 1.
Lemma (2.4) above then gives the L.H.S.
(ii) We take an increasing sequence (un)n^  subsets of U exhausting 
U and such that for each n i 1, U is of compact closure and of smooth 
boundary. By (i), we have:
ptn(x,y) =■ qt(x,y)E (x.n exp {[ -p^ (xt(r))dr>) (2.5)1 t x Tn>t J0 uy
where Tn - xn(t) 1s the first exit time of the Sem1-Class1cal Bridge 
Process (x^isJJO £ s £ t a  5 from Un. By taking limits as n t », we 
have by the Monotone Convergence Theorem:
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U ft LC t
11m t ptn(x,y) = qt(x,y)Ex(xT>t exp * j ~C* (x (s))ds>) (2.6)
since lim t = t  where t = -r(t) is the first exit time of the Bridge 
n
process from U. By ([11], Chapter VIII, Theorem 4),
(2.7)
(2.6) Corollary
If M has a pole at y € M, then
p^(x,y) = qt(x,y)Ex (exp {
Proof.
In (ii) of Theorem (2.5) above, we take U = M since in this case 
Cut(y) = 0. The result follows by noting that (xt(s))0 i s S t a ; is 
non-explosive i.e. 5 = + °°.
In particular, we note that the expectation in the above Corollary 
is finite without the boundedness condition of [37].
We will next obtain some supplementary results from Theorem (2.5):
(2.7) Theorem
If (-,-) is the fundamental solution of the Cauchy Problem with
 ^*y
Dirichlet Boundary Conditions in U:
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i.e.
ft(p) = f(z)q^y(p,z)dz,
then,
(i) q ^ y(x,y) = qt(x,y)Px(T > t)
(ii) Px (t > t) = 1 + o(tN) for all N z 1 ifx C.B(y,6) ci U for some 6 > 0.
Proof.
(i) An easy computation shows that:
Lft - T *  ft ' L'ft (2-8)
LC
where V  = V — , (2.9)
cy
and L' = ^ A  + b + V  (2.10)
Hence by (ii) of Theorem (2.5),
t L1C
qt,y(x,y) = qt^x,y E^x^XT>t exp {}0 - ^ ^ ( s ) ) ^ } )  (2 .11)
Now,
L'Cy = (^A+ b + V')Cy (2.12)
- -jACy + <b.vCy> + V'Cy (2.13)
i LC
■ -gA Cy + <b,yCy> + (V - -^)Cy (2.14)
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= ^ACy + <b,VCy> + VCy - LCy (2.15)
= (L-V)Cy - (L-V)Cy = 0 (2.16)
and hence
L'C
- , > = 0 .  - * (2.17)
cy
Consequently by (2.11) we have:
q ^ y(x,y) = qt(x,y)Px(x >t). (2.18)
We deduce In particular that:
(a) When M has a pole at y, then qt(-.y) is the fundamental solution 
of the Cauchy Problem in M:
3ft LCy
"3T = Lft "
(2.19)
fo = f*
We thus obtain Proposition (1.4) of [37].
(b) (t,x) ^.P (T > t) is a C1»^ (0,«.) x U)-function. In fact by setting
ht (x) - Px(t > t)
L* - ^A+ b + vlog qt(-.y)
( 2 . 20)
(2. 2-1)
we have:
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(2.22)
(ii) We first assume that M = Rn, U is a Euclidean ball D = D(0,6); 6 > 0, 
and b = 0. Then
and by the small time asymptotic expansion Theorem (Theorem (4.1)) of 
this Chapter,
n
pJ(x.O) = (2Trt) 7 (1+o(tN)). (2.23)
But by Theorem (2.5) above,
n
pJ(x.O) = (2Trt) ? Px(xD>t) (2.24)
where xB = xB(t) 1s the first exit time of the n-dimensional Euclidean 
Brownian Bridge from D. Hence we have:
Px(x°>t) - 1 + o(tN). (2.25)
Next suppose H and U are as before. Then for B= B(y,6) e IT we 
have:
Px(xB > t ) s P x(x>t). (2.26)
But
Px(xB>t) - P x(xD >t) (2.27)
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si nee the n-dimensional Semi-Classical Brownian Riemannian Bridge and 
the n-dimensional Euclidean Brownian Bridge are radially the same in 
distribution. Consequently (2.25) and (2.27) give
Px (tB > t) = 1 + o(tN). (2.28)
Thus we have:
1 + o(tN) = PX(XB > t) s PX(T > t) s 1 
and this implies that
(2.29)
Px (t > t) = 1 + o(tN). (2.30)
However if b is a non-zero Vector field, the use of Varadhan's estimate 
seems unavoidable: By Varadhan's estimate (see for example proof of Theorem
(2.2) in [31J): there exists 6 > 0, such that:
- Hxl|2+6
q ^ y(x,y) i q ^ y(x,y) - e (2.31)
But
qt,y(x»y) a (2.32)
and so we have:
. M
qB>y(x,y) i qt(x.y) - e t
(2.33)
Hence we have:
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-1 II
1 2 Px (t > t) = qt(x,y)*qt>y(x,y) (2.34)
_ 11*1
2 qt(x,y) '(qt(x,y) - e ) (2.35)
= 1 - (2TTt) n/2 Cy(x) -1 e 2t (2.36)
and hence,
6
O s l  - Px (t > t) S (2nt)n/2 Cy (x) " 1 e ** (2.37)
and so,
Px(x(t) > t) = 1 + o(tN). (2.38)
§3. AN EXACT EXPANSION FORMULA FOR THE DIRICHLET HEAT KERNEL IN U
As in Chapter III, we define for r £ s > 0, the operator (F(r,s)) on 
the space of measurable functions f as follows:
(F(r,s)f)(x) = f(y(r-s))
where y the unique minimal geodesic from x £ U to y in time r. 
y(s) =■ x - £ x
in geodesic normal coordinates.
We will henceforth assume that the smooth function f with support 
1n U has constant value 1 1n a neighbourhood of the geodesic y between 
x and y and that V is smooth.
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(3.1) Theorem
(Qy(t,t-s)f)(x) =1+a1(s,x,y) + a2(s,x,y)+...+aN(s,x,y) + FN+1(s,x,y) 
where for s > o
fs LC
a,,(s,x,y) = (Fit.t-s^ -^■)(x)ds1 .
fS fS1 LC
F2(s,x,y) = (Qy(t,t-s2)Lc F(t-s2,t-s1 )-^)(x)ds1ds2
and for 2 £ n £ N,
rs rS1 fSn-1
a"(S-X>,) ■ I„ l„ -  lo ’ (F<t-t-Sn)V <t'S"’t'S"-,)
LC.
Lc >r(t-sn_1,t-sn_2)...Lc F(t-s2,t-s1)-^)(x)ds1...dsn
LC
Lc F(t-sN,t-sN_1)...Lc F(t-s2,t-s1)-^-)(x)ds1...dsN+1
L(C g)
where L- g = — w*—  .
y y
Proof.
This is a special case of Proposition (2.3) of Chapter III where
we take N = (y).
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(3.2) Theorem (An Exact Expansion Formula)
p^(x,y) = q^(x,y)£1 + b ^ ( x , y ) t  + b 2 ( x , y ) t ^ + . . ,+b^(x,y)t + R ^ ^ t . s . y H  J
where
f1 LC
b.(x,y) = I (F(1,1-r.) -*^)(x)dr.
1 JO y
,1 fr 1 fV l  % ,
bn(x»y) « J Jo . . .  J (F(1.1-r„)Lc F d - ^ . l - V , ) ^  F d - r , , . , . ! - ^ )
LC
... L c F( 1 - r 2 , 1 - r 1 ) - ^ ) ( x ) d r 1d r 2 ...drn
for 2 £ n £ N.
ri Zi rrN
RN+1(t,x,y) = } } • ” } 0 (Qy( t -trN+1)LC F(1_rN+1*1'rN)
LC
L c F( 1 - r N .1-rN _ 1 )...Lc^ F ( 1 - r 2 , 1 - r 1 )-c^ ) ( x ) d r 1d r 2 ...drN+1
r1 rr 1 rrN10 lo " ‘lo Ex(xr>trN+1(LCyF(1-rN+1'1-rN)LCyF(1-rN'1-rN-1) *"
LC * ftrN+1 LC t
... Lc F(1-r2,1-r1)-^)(xt(trN+1)exp { j -Jr^(xl(s))ds}dr1...dr|
Proof.
Again, this is a special case of Theorem (2.4) of Chapter III where
we take N - {y}.
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(3.3) Corollary
pMs'Cut(y)(x^y) _ qt(Xty)[i+bi(x,y)t+b2(x,y)2t+...+bN(x,y)tN+R^+!(t,x,y)tN+1]
where for 1 s n £ N, bn(x,y) is defined as in Theorem (3.2) above and 
R|Jl+1 (t,x,y) is an improper integral that will be defined in the proof.
Proof.
We take an increasing sequence exhausting M'-Cut(y) (Uk)k^  such that 
each is of compact closure and smooth boundary. Setting
f y, - L« F( 1-r , 1-r .).. .L- F(1-r2*1-r. )-f^»r1.... rn Cy n n-1 Cy t i uy
U. N j i, «j.4
Ptk(x,y) = qt(x,y)[1 + I^bj(x.y)tJ + RN+1(t,x,y)t ] (3.1)
with
1 r1 rN
- Jo |o ••■J0 E*(Xcls,tl
rN.l ^ ....rN*'
(x (trN+l^
ftrN+1 LC t
exp {[ -«^(xt(s))ds})
Jo Ly
(3.2)
where ck = ck(t) is the first exit time of (xt(s))0 s s s t  a ? from Uk. 
We take limits as k \ * »:
Now, 11m * Ptk(x,y) - PtSCUt y^\x,y) (3.3)
by ([11]; Chapter VIII, Theorem 4).
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lim R^+1(t,x,y) must exist since all other terms in (3.1) exist 
as k + <=. We set:
R^ l+1(t.x,y) = lim R^+1(t,x,y) (3.4)
kf»
(which is an improper integral).
We thus obtain the Corollary.
(3.4) Corollary
When M has a pole at y € M, then
pi(x.y) = qt(x,y)[1 + I b.(x.y)tj + Ri+1(t.x,y)tN+1]
1 j=1 J
where bn(x,y), 1 £ n s N and R^+1(t,x,y) are defined as in Corollary (3.3) 
above.
Proof.
Immediate by taking Cut(y) = 9 in Corollary (3.3).
(3.5) Remarks
(i) Corollary (3.4) above is just Theorem (3.5) in C37J without the
"parasitic" boundedness conditions.
LC
(11) When both and f„ _ i 1 S n i N+1 are bounded, then the 
Cy r1***'*rn
improper integrals become proper integrals i.e.
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= x,y)N+r
f1 r1"1 t ,trN+1 LC *
J o  J o  - J o  Ex(V t r Kt, f r , ........ rN„< * <*•«., » “ K J ,, -M *  (s))ds))
where z - c(t) is the first hitting time of the cut-locus in case Cut(y) f 9 
and z = + “ in the case that y is a pole for M.
(iii) These results can be extended to the case that expy :TyM -+• M is a 
covering map (and not necessarily a diffeomorphism) as in [14] as follows: 
(See also [16] for details of proof)
P^(x,y) = z  p”(xi.y)
where (xi)i are the points of exp'^x) and y = 0 is a pole for M = T M.
In particular if M has non-positive curvature, then expy :TyM M has no 
conjugate points for all y  € M and hence is a covering map for all y  € M.
§4. SMALL TIME ASYMPTOTICS OF THE HEAT KERNEL
The small time asymptotic behaviour of the Heat Kernel has been studied 
by various authors e.g. Arede £2], Azencott [5], Azencott et al. [6],
Bismut £9], Ikeda £23], Kannai £25], Kifer £27], Kusuoka and Stroock £28], 
McKean and Singer £30], Molchanov £31], Plnsky £34],Taniguchi £36],
Watanabe £40], Watling £37].
Here we will first give an asymptotic expansion for the Dirichlet Heat 
Kernel of any set of compact closure and smooth boundary star-shaped from 
y € M. We will then extend this result to more general domains and spaces.
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(4.1) Theorem (Small Time Asymptotic Expansion Formula in U) 
p^(x,y) = qt(x,y)£1+b1(x,y)t+b2(x,y)t2+...+bN(x,y)tN + o(tN)J
for all positive integers N £ 1 and where for 1 S n £ N, bp is given as 
in Theorem (3.2).
Proof.
----- LCvConsider RN+j(t,x,y) as given in Theorem (3.2). Both and
f are bounded in U and hence Rw.iit.x.y) is bounded by a
r <| § • • • •* *
k+rN+1constant Ce for some constants C and k and so clearly,
RN+l(t,x,y)tN+1 = o(tN).
(4.2) Theorem (Small Time Asymptotic Expansion Formula in M for near points)
p!j?(x,y) has the same small time asymptotic expansion as p^(x,y) for 
all x € U <= MvCut(y).
Proof.
By Varadhan's estimate (see for example the proof of Theorem (2.2) 
in £31]) we have:
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Hence,
P^(x,y) = p^(x,y) + qt(x,y) o(tN)
= qt(x,y)[1 + b1(x,y)t + b2(x,y)t2+...+bN(x,y)tN + o(tN)]
for al 1 integers N 2 1.
(4.3) Theorem (Small Time Asymptotic Expansion Formula in M for fairly 
distant points)
For each x € M^Cut(y), we have:
p^(x,y) = qt(x,y)[1 + b1(x,y)t+b2(x,y)t2+...+bN(x,y)tN + o(tN)].
Proof.
Since MvCut(y) = U U. where each U. is star-shaped from y, has 
k*1 K K
compact closure and smooth boundary, there exists kQ 2 1 (which we fix)
such that x e U and so by the proof of Theorem (4.2), 
ko
Uk
P^(x.y) = Pt °(x,y) + qt(x,y) o(tN)
= qt(x,y)[1 + b^(x,y)t + b2(x,y)t2+...+bN(x,y)tN + o(tN)J.
(4.4) Corollary
We also have for each x € FKCut(y),
pMvCut(y)(x.y) . p (X,y)[1 + z b .(x.y)tj ♦ o(tN)].
* 1 j=l J
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
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Proof.
Clearly, we have:
N
0 < plKCut y^ (^x,y) < p^(x,y) = qt(x,y)[1 + l  b.U.yJt'-’ + o(tN)] 
1 t t j=1 J
(4.6)
and hence
pM^Cut(y)(x^y) = qt(x,y)[i + z b.(x,y)tJ + o(tN)]
j  = 1
(4.7)
(4.5) Corol1 ary
When y is a pole for M, we have for all x € M,
P^U.y) = qt(x,y)[1 + b^x.yjt + b2(x,y)t2 + + bw(x,y)tN + o(tN)].
Proof.
The proof is immediate by taking Cut(y) = 0 in Corollary (4.4) above. 
(4.6) Remark
The case of a manifold with boundary star-shaped from a point y is 
treated exactly as TSCut(y) with boundary 3M replacing Cut(y) and the 
exit time from M^Cut(y) becomes the hitting time of the boundary 3M.
§5. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE EXPANSION FORMULAE
We first make a combined use of the asymptotic expansions in Chapter 
III and Chapter IV: We suppose that N is a complete k-dimensional submanifold 
of the n-dimensional manifold M (as we did in Chapter III). We next 
suppose that Rq+1(t,x,N) (see Theorem (2.4) of Chapter III) is bounded
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and that Rq+1(t,x,y) (see Theorem (3.2) of Chapter IV) is bounded for
each y € N. Then we have the following:
(5.1) Proposition
If each y e N is a pole for M (in particular this is so when M has 
negative curvature and is simply connected), then
Thus comparing coefficients in (5.2) and (5.3) we obtain the result.
Next we combine the use of Mllson's Formula and the Exact Expansion 
Formula of this Chapter to compute the coefficients in the expansion of the
Proof.
Look at the expansion of p!j!(x,y):
for each y € N, and hence:
But by Theorem (2.5) of Chapter III,
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Heat Kernel of the Hyperbolic n-space. In fact Milson's Formula quoted 
in £113 p. 151 is as follows: Let L = ^-Aand let p"(x,y) be the Heat 
Kernel for Hn relative to L. Then we have:
nt
2irsinhr
_3_
3r (pj(x.y))
(5.4)
where r = d(x,y).
Suppose that n is odd; then
p®(x,y) =
3t
T
2irsinhr Tr
(5.5)
Now,
7  «J(*)a»yl(x) = - — 5i s ^ r . ♦ ( '  - - ! — )B rc sinh r
(5.6)
for Hn. Using the Elementary Heat Kernel Formula given in Corollary (2.6) 
of this Chapter, we hav e:
p^(x.y)
_ 3
(2lTt) ^rniir
(5.7)
and hence,
P®(x,y)
e
3t
T
2nsinhr
2
Tr
(2*t) e' W  e"2t[1 ♦ rcoshr - sinhr .t]~T
r sinhr
(5.8)
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Consequently the coefficients (bn>1 s n s N and the Remainder term 
RN+l(t,x.y) in the Exact Expansion of p^(x,y) and pt(x,y) can easily be
computed: t
For p^(x,y) bR is just the coefficient of tn in the expansion of e
bn )n 4 ,  <*•«
and
n,Kn 1 *nRN+l(t,X,y) = E (-1) (-g) t
n=N+1
(5.10)
For p£(x,y) bn is the coefficient of tn in the expansion of
-2t,.. rcoshr - sinhr
e [1 + ----2~.-------
r sinhr
„ , 0\nr. n rcosnr
E (-2) [1 - j -- 2—
n=0 r sinhr
h  - sinhr, t
-J ÏÏT
(5.11)
Hence for 1 i n :S N, and all N i 1,
, / x (-2)n r. n rcoshr - sinhr., 
bn(x*y) = V " C1 " Z — ?;r sinhr
(5.12)
and
RN+1(t,x,y) = lim Rjj+1(t,x,y) 
k+eo
(where R*+1(t,x,y) is defined in (3.2) of this Chapter) is given by:
_ , „n., n rcoshr - sinhr-, t
RN+l(t »x *y) “ z ( " 2) [ 1 “ 7 ----T ~ n -------- J Ï ÏPN+1 n=N+1 r sinhr
(5.13)
Me can re-apply the formula:
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pj(x.y) = ---£  (P*(x.y)) (5-14)
2irsinhr
to compute all the coefficients and Remainder term in the expansion of 
p£(x,y) and hence for all odd n 2 3.
§6. REPRESENTATION OF b^y.y) AND M y . y )  in terms of the Curvature at y .
To compute b^(y.y) and bgiy.y) (see (4.3) of Theorem (4.2) of this 
Chapter) in terms of the curvature at y, we will use the power series 
expansion of the components of the metric tensor in normal coordinates 
about y and that of the Jacobian determinant 0y of the exponential map at 
y. We know that:
.  5t
ey = /detl9ij) (6.1)
These expansions are given by Alfred Gray in [21]'. 
We start with the computation of bj(y.y):
f1 LC
b^y.y) ■ j  (Fd.l-r,) -jp^ -)(y)dr1
'0
f1 LCw
lo W r i,)dri
(6.2)
(6.3)
where y is the unique minimal geodesic from y to y in time 1, i.e.
y(s) » y Vs 6 [0.1]
and so.
(y(r.)) - ^ ( y ) .
y y
(6.4)
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LC.
Consequently, b^y.y) = -/^(y). 
Suppose V = 0, then
(6.5)
LC L(B Q~})
y B y e /
LB Le/ .
= + — *^ p - <7 log B ,7 loge >
y 0 * c y y -
. aB . A0~^ .
= -g ^y + -g — + <b,v log By> - -g <b, Vlog 0^>
y eÿ
- Y  <V log B ,7 log e >.
(6 .6 )
(6.7)
(6 .8 )
Now, By(y) = 1 = ey(y) andvlog By (y) = - b(y) and so,
LC
-^(y) = ^ A B  (y) + I? Ae/(y) - ||b(y)||2 .
By definition, ABy(y) = trace 77 By(y)
(6.9)
(6 .10)
div 7By(y)
div 7log By(y) + ||7 log By(y)||‘
div b(y) + ||b(y) || . (6.11)
Hence,
LC.
■jX (y) =■ \  Ae/y) - \ div b(y) - ^  ||b(y) || (6 .12)
We will work in normal coordinates (Xj,X2»...»x(j) around y:
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“i
7  « V !(y) ■ *  ^ iyHW t k  (y) • rïe(y) S x L<y))
a  6
2 a-l3 0
3x
f-(y)
(6.13)
(6.14)
since g“e(y) = ô“e and r^R(y) = 0. 
Now,
32 0.”* „ 39-è
—]
&
30.,
(6.15)
« 30-3^2 30., 0 /9 320u
“ ~ 7 i_3x^“ (y) 3x^(y) + 9y (y) 3xa3i<B(y))
1 329 v= -  i  ___ )L (y)
7  3x 3X vy/01 P
3Ç1 »
since -*(y) = 0 and 0y(y) = 1.
6
For the power series expansion of 0y (see (E^ given below. From that 
expansion, we have:
320 * d a2
■  '  4  J > (>’
'  ™  V,Rjk(,) n f r j ' W '  * <6‘ ,6>
■ -  S  ,  5  , R 1 j ( y )  W -  ( k J  8 <B *  X 1 ‘ j b ’  y 0 ( l k | )  ( 6 - , 7 >i,j*i a
* 0(|x|)
(6.18)
(where R^(x) ■ Z are the comPonents °f t*'e R,icc^  Curvature
m-1 im jm
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tensor at x € M and 0 is Landau's big 0).
Hence
( V y) + RaB(y) + o(|x|).
-(y) - - £  <KtoM  * «„<»»
P
= " i Roe(y)
(6.19)
(6 .20)
Finally by (6.14) and (6.15),
3Xa
= (- ¿)(- by (6.20)
( 6 . 21)
( 6 . 22)
(6.23)
(6.24)
d d
where x(x) = E R (*) - Z R ^ x )  
a“1 a,m=1
is the Scalar Curvature of M at x € M (we are taking d to be the 
dimension of M). Consequently,
bjty.y) - \ A0y*(y) - {  div b(y) - ^  ||b(y)||2 (6.25)
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= Ijip- - j div b(y) - ^ ||b(y)||2 . (6.26)
We next compute b2(y,y) in terms of the curvature at y € M. We first 
obtain the "raw" expression for b2(y,y):
f1 fr1 LC
b2(y ,y) = j Jo F(1,1-r2)Lc F(1-r2.1-r1)T ^y)dr1dr2
Set _
and so
LC
g = pd-!-,. )L F(1.r j - r )t*
rl, r 2 £ Ly y
LC
9r r (y) * L- F(1 -r2,1 -r.)-jr^(Y(r2))
r1,r2 Ly c ' y
(6.27)
(6.28)
where y 2 ’s ^ e  unl<lue minimal geodesic from y to y in time 1; 
Y2 ( s ) = y vs € [0,1], and so
9r1*r2 (y> = LCyF(1_r2*1"r1) -Cf(y)
LC
= L(CyF(1-r2,1-r^ )-^-)(y) (6.29)
since Cy(y) * 1.
Thus
9rl*r2(y> = L(cyF(1"r2,1-ri)_C^)(y)
LC LC
= F(1-r2,1-r1)-^(y)*LCy(y) + Cy(y)L(F(1-r2,1-r1 )-^)(y)
LC
+ <VCy(y),v(F(1-r2,1-r1)-^)(y)>
where v now refers to the gradient operator 1n the normal coordinate 
system.
(6.30)
(6.31)
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LC LC
Now, (Fd-r-.l-rJ - r ^ ) M  = M ri"r2 ^  
y y
1_r1
where v(s) = x - yf^-x in normal coordinates and so, x•
i i 2 c
(6.32)
Hence
(Fd-rg.l-r^^iy) = -¡^(y) 3 LCy(y)
y y
since Cy(y) = 1. Consequently,
Fd-rg.l-r^-^iyJ.I-eyiyi = (LCy(y))2 (6.33)
Next,
J-(F(1-r2.1-r,)i^(x) ■ jlj 0 Y(F,-r2>) (6.34)
- » 5 ^ Y < rr r2)
(6.35)
LC 1-r.
" Fd-rg.l-r,) g|j • T (6.36)
and
9x’8xj<F<,-r2-," ‘t)T ^ < x> * 9x,(9x, F(1-r2..-r,)-ci)(x) (6.37)
“ ■¿7(F(1-r2*1_r1)35J "C^)(x)‘T ^
(6.38)
2 LC 1-r. o 
* F( 1 —r2• 1 "Vax^Xj T ^ x^1-r2  ^ *
(6.39)
Thus,
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lò lo' aljtFO-r2.1 -r, ty>dr,dr2
,r1 a LC 1-r.
lo l 0 F(,-r2-’ - r1) l i lT T Î( ï ) - P î j dr1dr2
1 ,ry LC 1-r.
. äx“ T * (y) dr1dr2 0 JO 3xj Ly 1 r2 1 ¿
. LC ,1 ,r1 1-r, . . LC
« J ^ ’ lolo T ^ d'-1<"-2 - I3 ^ -c f> ')
Similailry,
1 ,1 LC
0 JO 3xi3xj
2 LC fi f i i t , o
3V *7"Cf <y) lo lo
^ 7  (Fd-rg.l-r^ -^)(y)dr1dr2
1 / I 1-r
¿  0 V x J - c f y)'
Consequently,
f1 f1"1
M y-y> ‘ J„ Jo 9> V 2<y)‘lr1<'r2
‘ 7  <LCy<y,)2 * Jo Jo' L<F(l“r2J "ri)T y)<y,dr1dr2
♦ <vCy(y). Jo* v(F(1-r2.1-r,)-^)(y)ilr1dr'2>
• jtLCy(y))2 . ì  ■ i  ^ 9 fy) • T ^ < y>
" ì • ì JY., 9“6<y) r^<y) *7 ' ^ y)
(6.40)
(6.41)
(6.42)
(6.43)
(6.44)
(6.45)
(6.46)
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+ ■g- <b(y), 7 -£-^ -(y)> + <7Cy(y), ^-V-^-^-iy^
= i(LC (y))^ + -™ Z -^ -y • -r^ -(y) + t  ^ b(y) +7 C (y)»V-^-(y)> (6.47)
c y a=i 3x^ y y y
since ga ®(y) = 6a® and rY„(y) = 0.Otp
(6.47) above is the "raw" expression for b2(y,y).
We shall proceed to compute the above expression in terms of the 
curvature at y but before we do so, we first give the basic power series 
expansions necessary for the computations: Let (x^,...,xd) be the normal 
coordinate system around y. Then we have:
(Ej) (given in [213*• Corollary (2.9)): For x in the neighbourhood of y, 
we have:
1 d * d
W x) ' V ,  - i  , - S ,t)'i, v w y)v j xk
* m  . J  ‘ H i  "kp q(y) * -T  E R1p js(y>Rkq«^>}X1XJXkxi.
* w  ..j A k-, 1 ",3,lk W y) * 2 J , <viRjpks<y)RMh*<y>
ViRjqks(y) V s (y))}V j Xk V h  + —
where R are the components of the Riemannian Curvature tensor, pqrs
(E2) (given in [21J'; Corollary (2.10)): For x 1n the neighbourhood of 
y, we have:
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V X> '  ' ’  *  ,  j . 1R1J(y )x 1xJ  ’  17 t J Ek. ,
*  ^  * '  *  7? j  Rk*(y > *3 Ri l (y )R k l ( l'> ' 4  ,  j . , R1.ib<y > W y ) ) x 1xJ xkx*
*"T71T . . kE § 7 ijkRkh(y) * I  rtRjk(y)Rth<y)1 )J }K| »'•“I
- §  J , ,  V j a k b (y)lW y)) V j V » xh
*  ™  U .k .n .h .9 .1 1'  *  7 ' J “ Rhg(y )  *  3 7 i A » ( y ) ' W y )
* I  V j k (y> 7b Rhg(y) - f  , Rka*b<y)Rb,gb<y>
- l Ri j (y)Rkb‘ y >Rh9(y ) - W  ,  j „  V j a k b <y> V h a g b (y > .
" S§ a b^c_1Riajb(y)Rk b w <y,Rhc9a(y> * §  R1j<y) aib.,
Rkaib(y) Rb.gb(y» V j xkVtixJ * —
d
where R . . ( x )  - E R . . . . ( x )  are the components o f the R icc i Curvature
1J 1 KJK
tensor.
The expansion of g^r is not explicitly given in [21]' but we can get 
one by using the fact that:
i g_Qgqr = .„1 w  p
(6.48)
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We set a = /Xj + x2 + ., 
and
• + x.
ai “ T
Suppose that for x in the neighbourhood of y, gqr(x) has an expansion: 
d d
gqr(x) = 6qr + Z R.(i,j.q.r)x.x. + z R2(i,j,k,q,r)x.x.xk
,ij-1 1 1 J i»J»k=1 2 3
d
+ Z R,(i,j.k,A,q,r)x.x.x. x + .... 
i.j.k,*=1 3 3 *
d 2 d 3
= 6qr + Z RJi.j.q.rJa.a .a + Z R2(i»j,k,q,r)a.a,a. a
i.J-1 S 1 3 1.J.k-1 2 3
u 4+ Z R,(i,j,k,t,q,r)a.a.a.a a + ...
i.j.k, =1 3 3 1
Then we have:
j ,  W * 1"'"'0 0  ‘ - J  , j . / l p j o ' W » , » /
. d - a  d 2
- r  Z .^.R. . (y)a.a.a.O + T?TT 2 (“^Vi i RkDi.O^
*1.j,k-l 1 dpkq i j k  120 U.k.tFl 13 kp*q
+ SJ1 Ripjs(y)Rkqts(y)a1ajak V 4 +
d 2 ^ 3
{6qr + Z R,(i»j.q»r)a.a.o + Z RoO.j.k.q.rJa.a.a.o 
i.J-l 1 1 3 l.J.k-1 2 3
+ Z R,(i.j.k,A,q,r)a.a,aka o + ... >]
(6.49)
(6.50)
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It is clear that the L.H.S. of the above equality is equal to 6p. 
Expanding the R.H.S. and equating coefficients of powers of a, we get:
0) ij?q»16pqRl(iJ,q,r)aiaj = ^i.ôÎq=16qrRipjq(y)aiaj
i.e. £ R^iJ.p.rhjaj - A z R ^ t y j a ^ .
l, j-1i.j-1 
d
(2) i.j.M=1 6pqR2(i*j*k-q*r)aiadak = i  1#j j , q=1 ^  Vjpkq " aiaJak
i,e* 1 . A - 1  R2( 1 »j»k»p»r)aiajak “ i i,^k=1ViRjpkr(y)aiajak
d
(3) Z R,(i,j,k,t,p,r)a.a.a. a
i » j »k,A=1 3 i J k x.
. d d d
' 5  ,ïi‘i j . , ' W <y)v j )(, j „ lW y)V j )
- TOT 1fJj  t. ,  ^ jW » 1 * 4  j ,  R1pJs(> '" W ’' » V j V t
\
Finally using (1), (2) and (3) and replacing p by q, we have:
(E3): For x in the neighbourhood of y.
9qr<*> ■ «qr ♦ i , j., » i q j r W V j  * S , J k., ' l RJqkr<»>x1xJxk
- TOT ,, * T  j, R1<dt‘»,W y,,x«xjVl
, d d d
+ i  £ (  E Rinis(y)xixi)( E Ris1r(y)xixr  + *•*9 s-1 i,j-1 1qJS 1 J i,j-1 1SJr 1 J
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We will assume, just for simplicity, that b = 0; hence,
d 2
b2(y,y) = ^ ( ^ e yJ(y) ) 2 + -^ £ -^ 7 (0yA0y^)(y)
a a
(6.51)
- ¿ f ^ ) 2 ♦ T5T ¿ (6K ,)<>)
a dXa
(6.52)
Now,
-^ -z(ejAe"i)(y)
3Xa " y
320J 2
= — ^ ( y M o ' ^ y )  + ©JCyi-^yiAo'hty)
3x£ y y 3x‘ y a a
•
30
+ 2 "-w^y) (as ^)(y)
3xa 3xa y
(6.53)
320^ 2 • 
= — ^ ( y  )A0~i(y) + -^•(AO^Xy)
3x£ y 3X"; ya ot 
30^
since 0 (y) - 1 and — 2 -(y) = 0 
y d&
(6.54)
Now,
2 i 2 
3 0 *  i d  0„
ol a
(6.55)
and by the expansion given in (£2)»
^ * 0(|x|) <6,56)
J . / V y)<V l a * Sl« V * 0<|x|)
1
T ?
(6.57)
Hence
1
7 -  i »«,<»>
.¡if.
by summing over a. On the other hand we already know that
and so
-  -  4 r -
3x Ja
Consequently,
d
Z
a=l
- 4  CAe"i )(y)]
3x y
d a2 -1
Z -2-* (A0 *) (y) -
a=1 K  y
Next consider,
.2 , ~2 
- ^ ( ¿ e ^ K y )  - 3 
3xa y
32e_i
>-1d 3 0 * e 30w
. « C  * ‘ V  ^ ¡ )3(y)
3xq  q,r«1 q r s
?  4 < 9 qr - * . 7 ^ 9 ,r C  T x 7 )(»>q,r-l3x„ 3V xr q.r,s-1 3x s
(6.59)
(6.60)
(6.61)
(6.62)
(6.63)
(6.64)
(6.65)
(6 .66)
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I  .< í á k w  * ¡ 7  (í ^ x rM,)
2a-i .2 32e”i
q,r=1 3X q r
-Cw-at(ÿ!)W)
-i
a2 í£i)(y). ? < i á f  (y)r‘r<y) Ì V(y) - .«"-(y) A  <r’r ^
q.r.s-1 3xa H s dxa
^ 2 ^ ( y )  3^(r-r
= í ( ¿ f t y ) é f e ( y ) * 4 ( ^ ) ( y ) >
q.r-1 3x£ 3v xr 3xa 3xq
- * - f z  (rqq “lï")(y)q,s=l3x s
qr_
(since gqr(y) 3 <$qr and (y) = O = rqr(y))
= (1^) + (^2^ ” ^3^*
Now, the expansion of gqr(x) given by (Ej) is:
»qr(*l - 4,,r * 5  t * *  U i W  1X , V k
Hence
2ol>r, > 1
- Ï  . 2 r z  (xixj> * 0 ( W >
3x 1.J-1 0Aa
e 1v w tv i . * V i . 1 ' 0(i " 1
i
(6.67)
(6 .68)
(6.69)
and so
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-2 qr ? 
* * - < » >  - !3xa
32 0_i
aqar 
2
3x 3X q r
* ( y >
1 3 e„
7  3xq3Xp ( y )
■ 7^" S' 2 Rij(y)3 3 ^ v (xixj):i
T7 . 4m1R1j^y^ 6jq61r + 6iq6jr^
1 *J“ 1
T7 (Rrq(y) + Rqr(y)) 
i  Rqr(y) since Rrq = Rqr *
Hence (I,) =■ §  • *  Raqar(y)-Rqr(y)*
Consequently, 
d ,2 ar 32e"i
a.q»r-l 3Xrt ®*q»' *
Ilp(»)||2 - «,).
36,-I
Next consider (I,) =» — y(r! ■ y— )(y) 
J 3x* qq 3x.
32r s S-1
3x
^ (y) i j u y ,  . r* (y) 4  l % J M
3x<
(6.70)
(6.71)
(6.72)
(6.73)
(6.74)
(6.75)
(6.76)
(6.77)
(6.78)
(6.79)
(6.80)
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ars a2e_i
+ 2 . — 9a(v) •  X- (v)
c  ax vy' ax ax0vy; 
a  a s
3rnn
= 2* 1 ^ (y) ' a3Tax (y^
a  a s
since
Now»
Hence
ae_i
■ X.(y) 
» «
Thus
*qr 7 9 v axq axr 3xh
rs i gsh(2 _3£ha . !!aa)
1 qq 7 9 v ax„ 3xk
2
3 9hc a2g.
+ gsh(y) (2 g3T5?(y) " a3Taxh(y))a q a h
= 2 3 9s-q (y) - 3-!aa (y)
3Xa3xqVy; 3xa3xs'y/
since gsh(y) = 6S  ^and 3;j (y) ■ 0.
* a
From the expansion of ggq(x) given in (E^):
(6 .81)
. d , d
g (x) = 6 - i  I R<e4«(y)x *x 4 ■ r 2 ( ) X4X4XU
W  sq 7  i.J-1 1sJq i J  F 1,j.k-1 1 j k
+ ...
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a2g
(x) = - l  z RisiQ(y) ax3ax (xi xi ) 
3xa3xq 3 i,j=1 1Sjq 3V xq 1 J
+ 0(|x|)
■ - 3 , 5 . ,  " u j q W ' V l q  * 5ia5jq> * 0(IXI>1 ,  J -  I
■ - 3 (W y) * Rasqq(y)) ♦ 0(lxl>
■ - 7 W , ) * 0(|X|)
since R _ =0.asqq
Hence
32g o
2 ---S9. (y) = - i R (y)
3xa3xq'y; ^ qsaqvy;
T  otqsq(y).
On the other hand,
a2g
3xa3xs
-7 < RaqSq(y) + Raqsq(y)) + 0 ( IXI)
! RaqSq( y ) + 0 ( | x | )
and so (y) 
a s ■ I Raqsq(y)*
Finally,
(6.82)
(6.83)
(6.84)
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3rS 32g 32g
2 " 3 ? (y) = 2 33T1x (y) ‘ 3x"3x (y) a q s
I Rc*qsq(y) ' (_ I  Raqsq(y)) = 7  Raqsq(y)
32 e‘* 320.
3x 3x a s
£ (y) = - 7 3lT3x (y) = " 7  7 Ras(y))a s
= F RoS(y)*
(6.85)
( 6 . 86)
Hence
3rs 3^ Q“i
«3> ■ 2 <>>a a s
■ '4 %*,<>-» <5 "«s'»»
1  Ra,s,<»)R«S<»>
by summing over the index q
!  r> - f i t ' l l 2 (6.87)
by summing over a and s.
We next consider the more difficult case:
a2 *2 9_i
(I2) » -1
3 x a  3xq
0 °u
(— 2* )(y).
Now.
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3V = _l _
~7 ?T 3x v3x '3xq q q
36.
. JL  (- 4 e-3/2 • 3 b
3X
1 r36Z
■
q
3/2
I  ay
!!* + e-3/2 • 1 ^ 3 .3v V . . . t
3x„
326.
1 *•' 3x 3x 3 x.
Hence,
2 32e"i 
-^C— ^r3(y)
3X„ ^Xna
32e:3/2 36. 36,
■3/2
- (y)’ ? (y) +
+ 2
3xa3xq
320“3/2 
!_*-- (y)
3Xa3Xq
3x„ -(y)
32e%, 32e;3/2
3
3 0
\— (y)
3Xct3Xq 
32ey
3xa3Xq
(y) + — J^-(y) • — *(y)
3x-
-3/2
3x„
4 -. Z a3
♦ * 2' -,7t?(yny Sx^SXq a 3xa3Xq
32ey
- ^ 2
32e-3/2 326"3/2V (v). 3 ^  fyl + ---X-n--(y) •• --?(y)
3 T ^ (y) 3Xa3x;yJ
36,
♦ - i ^ y ) 3
3X 3x„a q
-3/2 ■3/2
(smc. q^-(y) ■»- ■ - f e r (,) *"d 8i3/2(,) ‘ "
3, 3%  W..U* .  3 i i i (y ) I_£<y )32ey,
a q 3x. 3x,
1 3 e y
7  " A 2a q
a2.-3/2 32Q
(s1nce i_y---(y) - - I  — (y))
(s1n W  7  3Xa3xq
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34e„
3V Xq
= l (" 1 Raq(y))2 + T (" I  Raa(y))(" 7  Rqq(y)) " ?
340
" i Rfq (y) + T ?  Raa(y)‘ Rqq(y) '  7
a q
= 4- ||p(y)||2 +T 7 T2(y) - i z - A X ( y )7  L — T 2 >
a*q=1 3x 3xq
(6 .88)
by summing over a and q. .
3 0
We finally consider — r-^y). By the power series expansion of e
3x 3x„ ya q
given by (E2):
340v 4
y -S Cy) = A — n— 7 (x.x.x.x ) where
Sx^SXq Sx^SXq 1 J K *
A - W  . J  , , < - * K « " « «  ‘ TC , j R),jb<>'>W‘'»-
l , J , K , J t = l  a , o - i
Now,
^ <X' V k V  - ( ^ « . X j V , »
a q a q
^ V j  ^ ? (xkxa) + XkX* ¡ 7 < xixj> + 2 7 x ^ xixJ>3 x ^ xkxl)]
“ 7 C2x1Xj6kq6Aq +2xk V i q 6jq + 2 (xi6jq + Xj6iq)(xk6Aq + V k q )] 
3xa
= 6kq6jlq + 2x,cX*6l<i «to +2 xixk6Jq6w
♦ 2x^x^6jq6kq + ^ j X ^ i q ^ q  + 2xjXA6iq6kq]
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“ 4*-6ia6ja6kqôÎ-q + 6ka6Jla0iq0jq + fiiaÄka6jqfiM
+ ^ia^Äa^jq^kq + 6ja6ka6iq6&q + 6ja6to6iq6kq^‘ 
Consequently,
A
A- — y ~ 7 (xixixkXt)
3x> q  ° *
= TT {" I  VL Rqq + 7 RctaRqq “ TC aJ =Raacxb Rqaqb 
" I  ûqqRaa + ?  V a a  ' TC a,b=1Rqaqb R“aab 
'  I  VaqRaq + ? RaqRaq '  TC a j =?aaqb Rcaqb
‘  I  Vaq Rqa + 1 RaqRqa " TC a>£=1RaaqbRqaab
” ]> ^qa Raq + 3 RqaRaq TC a ^_^RqaabRaaqb
‘ I  Vqa Rqa + I  W  " TC a ^ =1RqaabRqactb}(y 5 ’
Recall that %
= R . qa It 1s well known
(see for example [30] p.65)
d 2Z V R = Ax =
d 2 Z V R (6.89)
«.q-1 qq aot o.q-1 001 qq
d 2 R =■ i  A t d 23 I V R • (6.90)
a.Ü-1 “ > aq
2 a.q-1 q° qa
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Note:
I am using the sign convention given in T.J. Willmore's book: "Total
Curvature in Riemannian Geometry" as opposed to the sign convention
adopted by Nomizu & Kobayashi which is the one used by McKean & Singer.
From the foregoing, we see that
d 34e 
e — 2 y? (y )
a,q=l3XQ3xq
2
E {•
a,q=1
d
4At + 4^ (2R_R_t 4 R‘q)3 aa qq
T? ?_.^2RaaabRqbqb+Raaqb+2RaaqbRqaab + Rq a a b ^ y  ^
d |D~ I
Now,
a
E R R „
a a
=( E R )( E
CMHII((Cd
a,q-1 “ “ N a=1 ““ q=1 qq
** 2 
E R „ -
a.q-1 aq
IIp II2
d d d d
? « RaaabRqaqb ? « i,a,b,q=1 M M a,b=1
< E, » « * ) < *  R. a=1 q=l
d d o
e (Rab)(Rab) - ï RIb -
a,b=1 ab ab a,b=1 ab
IIp II2
2RaaqbRqaab 2^~ Raabq^-Rqabc^
qaqb'
(6.91)
2RoabqRbctqa
2RaabqRabaq 
2* 7  RaabqRaabq
(by [41] p. 37 No. (1.16))
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2
Raabq and hence
d 2
a b a-1 Raabtl a, » ,q
Consequently,
- | \ ( y )
3x 3x a q
{ - + -J (2t2 + 4 IIpII2)
t| ( 2 . 11P ||2 + ||R||2 ♦ IIR112 + ||R||2 )>(y)
= tx {_ nr +1 +1II pH2 ■ A  Hpll2 " tf llRll2
= ^ - { - ^ a t  + § T 2 II P ||2 - 1 I I R l l 2 H y )
- - f  at (y) + g- x2(y) + ^  | p(y) ||2 -¿||R(y)||2 .
Hence by (6.88) and (6,92),
0 2) = F Hp y^H|2 + T? T2(y) - ■y (- §■ Ax(y) + g- x2(y)
+ ^l|p(y)||2 - ^ l lR(y)ll2)
* z  l|p<y> II2 + tV T2(y)+ z  ^  ~ *2<y>
- ¿I|p(y)||2 + -sir llR(y) II2
(6.92)
■gffl|piy)||2 + ^(y) + ^ Ax(y) + gg ||R(y)||2 .
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Recall that:
b2(y.y) - -33^  + 2T (I1> ' (V  + (I2})
(I,) =-il|p(y)||2
(I,) - £||p(y)||2l3' ’  ? 
and so,
b2(y»y) = m  (■ llp3y~Ji" - 2 iip(y )ii:
♦ 7 . ilP^)JL2.. + + q S x l h.
1.e. b2(y,y) > T2^ nj(5x2(y) - 2 ||p(y)||2 + 2 ||R(y)||2 + 12A-r(y)). 
Remarks
(1) The formula above 1s just the spectral quadratic polynomial
3^  (2 ||R11 2 -  2 ||p(R) || 2 + 5t2 (R) + 12AR)
given by A. Gray on page 342 of [21]'.
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(2) M. Berger In [7] page 225 (E.IV.3) also gets:
-jCTj (5x2(y) - 2 ||p(y) || 2 + 2 ||R(y)||2 ) + Constant Ax(y).
The two formulae are just ours x The extra factor of ^  is due 
to the fact that we are dealing with -^ A and not A as do these authors.
(3) Notice that our formula is the same as:
w (1° i  llp(y)ll2 + i  llR(y)II2) +
which is the same as H.P. McKean and I.M. Singer's (see §7 of [30]) 
provided we take
(lijll) 2 = 4A; ||p(y) | | 2 = 4B; ||R(y) | | 2 = 8C.
It is still easy to compute b2(y,y) when b t- 0 (at least when it 
is a gradient vector field). Thus we will assume that b is a gradient 
vector field and V = 0.
Thus we go back to the "raw" expression for b2(y,y) given in (6.47) 
of §6 :
. LC o . a2 LC
b2(y,y) = 7  (-r^(y)) * j z — z T ^ y)
C >  ' 3xa y
1 LC
+ <b(y) + vCy(y), V -^(y)>
i LC , . a2 LC
(since VCy(y) * V6yJ(y) + VBy(y) ■* - b(y))
* (Ij) + (I2)
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where
(I,) *
and
(I2} = T ? i 7 “Cv(y)
3 o y
(I,) = 7 (IT^T ‘ 7  div b(y) " ?llb(y)H 2 )2
by (6.26) of |6 .
U 2) = jz (Ip where
.2 LC
( U )
axe y
LCv L(ev Vand = 4 — ^
“y 0 * By °y y
LBW L0-i
“C  + j 7 ¥  + <V log By,v log e~4>
y e
Ja B iA0 ’ -1
-g-Z + ~ ■ + <b,v log By> + <b,v log ey >
y 0y
+ <v log By ,7 log 0yJ>
- ^  By1 ABy + \  0* A0"J + <b.V log By>
- ^  <b,V log 0y> - ^  <7 log By,V log 0y>
■ 7 b;' “y * i eJ "V* ' |b|12
(since b being a gradient vector field, we have V log By “ " b)*
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Thus we have:
(i¿) = ¿ I  T ^ y )  = M ^ ) ( y )
2 cy y
= ^  ACBÿ1 ABy)(y) + \ A(e*Ae-i)(y) - A ||b112 (y)
= ^2 1  ^ + (^22  ^ + ^23^
(I21) = ? A(B" 1 ABy)(y)
= ^AB'^yJ-AByty) + \ By1(y) AABy(y)
+ <V B~1(y), VABy(y)>.
It is clear that
0 = A(Bÿ1By)
= ABÿ1(y).By(y) + B”1(y) ABy(y)
+ 2<V Bÿ1(y), VBy(y)>
= ABÿ1(y) + ABy(y) - 2 ||b(y)||2 .
Hence,
ABÿ1(y) - 2 ||b(y) || 2 - ABy(y)
(I21) =■ ( ||b(y) | | 2 - ^ABy(y))ABy(y) + ^ AABy(y) 
+ <b(y),V ABy(y)>.
and
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ABy « - div b + ||b11 2
by (6.11) since b is a gradient vector field. Thus we have:
(I21) = 4  ||b(y) || 2 + ^  div b(y))( ||b(y)|| 2 - div b(y))
+ ^ ( -  div b + ||b|| 2)(y)
+ <b(y),v(- div b + ||b|| 2)(y)>
- |lb(y) || 4 - (div b(y))2) - ^Adiv b(y) + ^  A ||b|| 2(y)
- <b(y), vdiv b(y)> + <b(y), V||b112 (y)>.
Thus,
(12) = (Ig) = ((Igi^ + ^ 22  ^ + ^ 2 3 ^
=» ( | b(y) || 4 - (div b(y))2) - ¿ A  div b(y) + ^  A ||b||2(y)
+ jZ <b(y), 7 ||b11 2(y) - V div b(y)>
A(e*A0yi )(y) A||b||2 (y).
Now,
i  A(6yA6y*)(y) - ¿ - 4  (ejAe^My).
Now,
By (6.52) of |6,
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b2 (y,y) ■ T%g|p + -^Tf (®^ey^(y)
3Xo
by the final computation of bgiy.y).
Thus we have:
Consequently,
(I2 ) = ¿ f  ( ||b(y) || 4 - (div b ( y ) ) 2 ) - A  d i v  b(y)
- A  ||b112 (y) +  j z  < b ( y ) , 7||b|| 2 (y) - 7  div b(y)>
Finally,
b 2 (y,y) = (I,) +  (I2 )
, | ( J ^ I - | d i v  b( y )  - ¿ | | b ( y ) | | 2 ))2 - ( ||b(y)|| 4 - (div b ( y ) ) 2 )
- A  di v  b(y) - A||b112 (y) +  <b(y). 7  ||b|| 2 (y) - 7 d i v  b ( y ) >
+ +^ I
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§7. THE "RAM" EXPRESSION FOR THE FOURTH COEFFICIENT b^y.y).
We end this (last) Chapter by giving what we call the “raw" 
expression for b3(y,y) i.e. it is an expression in terms of the 
derivatives of Cy and not in terms of the curvature of M at y as was 
the case of b^y.y) and b2(y,y) in §6.
To shorten computations we shall assume that b = 0 and V = 0. We 
set d> = e'*. Thus LC becomes L* and U  is replaced by L . We still
T y  y  ' 'y
write L<(> instead of iA4>.
Recall that:
b3(i-1') ' \'o la' \ . r 2.r3W W *
LC
g„ „ _ (y) = F(1,1-r,)Lr F(1-r-,1-r2)Lc Fd-r-.l-r, )-^(y) 
r1* 2* 3 y y y
LC
= l^Fd-rj.l-rgjLj. Fd-rg.l-r, J-^iy)
“ S F(1_r3*1'r2 V (1'r2»1-r1)if (y)
- Li^Fd-r,,1- rgjL^Fd-rg.l-r^^Xy)
= L(F(1-r3,1-r2)L^F(1-r2,1-rj )^-)(y)
♦ F(1-r3.1-r2)L F(1-r2.1-r1)^(y)(^)(y)
where
<Il>
( I 2 )
(I3)+ <V<|>(y)) 7(F(1-r3,1-r2)L<i(F(1-r2,1-r1)^)(y)>.
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Now,
(I,) = L(Fd-r3,1-r2)L Fd-r2.1-r
Consider
L
L(<J>F(1-r2,1-r2
/ ( 1-r2 .1-r,)if---------?------
= ( F d - r j J - r ^ x i ^ )  + L(F(1-r 
+ <V log <J>, V(F(1-r2,1-r1)tl)>.
,>*?><»>•
i^)
2*
Therefore,
( I j )  = L i F d - r g . l - r g H t F d - r g . l - r ^ J i ^ J J i y )  ( I , , )
+ L(F(1-r3,1-r2)L(F(1-r2,1-rl)^))(y) (I12)
+ L(F(1-r3,1-r2) <v log <(,, v(F(1-r2,1-r1 )^)>)(y). (I13)
We next consider,
(Ijj) ■ L(F(1-r3,1-r2)((F(1-r2,1-r^)^-)(^)))(y)
= L(F(1-r3,1-r2)*F(1-r2,1-r^)-^-)(y)(F(1-r3,1-r2)-^)(y) (1^^)
+ F d - r ^ l - r g j F d ^ . l - r ^ M - U F d - r g . l - r ^ K y )  d 112)
+ <vF(1-r3,1-r2)F(1-r2,1-r1)-^{y, v(F(1-r3,1-r2)^)(y)>.
Now,
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Now,
where
(Ii n ) = L(F(1-r3,1-r2)F(1-r2,
(Ij^) = L(F(1-r3.1-r2)F(1-r2,
= (F(1-r3,1-r2)F(1-r2,1-r1
+ <b(y),7 F(1-r3,1-r2)F(1-r2,1
tj^r-FO-rj.l-r. 
a 8
- r> >  v r  r< ' " V ,-r2>Ftv
* bx(y) gyX(y) F(1-r3,1-r.
X
^ 3 2 F(1-r3,1-r2)F(1-r2»1-i
+ bY(y) 37“ F(1-r3,1-r2)F(1-r
ga8(y) - &a& and ry&(y) - 0).
1-r 1-r2>2
= 7  - H  (T r i) (Trrf)2 3xZ * 1 r2 1 r3a
* b^(y) -i- y>
' - r ^ H y )
)^)(y)9
!-r,)!f(y»
,)F(t-r2,1-r,)^(y)
■r2’'-ri)!f<y)3
,)F(1-r2>1-r,)t*<y)
(since
Thus,
(Im ) (^ )(y) (t :?3)2d* a
♦ *>TCy) < > y > < £ l > .
Next,
(1112  ^ = L(F(1-r3 ,1-r 2)-^-)(y) _
■ d | 12) ( !f )(y )
where
(I;12) = L(F(1-r3,1-r2)^)(y)
= 7 - 4  F(1_r3*1_r2)if (y) + bY(y) 37_F(1'r3*1‘ 
3xa Y
^ 4 > >  ( ^ ) 2 + bY(y) a f > )( ^ )-
a
Hence
• W - i  ^ > l < ^ ( y ) Q )2
* ^ ( y ^ ^ y H ^ X y ) ' ^ -
Consider:
(Il13) - ^Fd-rj.l-rgjFd-rg.l-r^^iy). VF(1-r
V -160-
■ «  > > > •» ^y)>(^)<T^>
= llv%y)|| (--- 3— 2^ “ )
" ♦ (1-r3)Z
L<t>/ mi 2 i1-r1)(1"r2)
= l|Vi (y)H (l-rV)7 “  ‘
Next consider:
(I12) = L(F(1-r3,1-r2)-L(F(1-r2.1-r1)i-|-)(y)
= ? - 4  L(F(1-r2.1-ri)^)(y)(-5 4 r )2
3x
1-r
- F(1-r2*1"ri)J:i  - re Y ^ F(1'r2*1_ri)lf :i(y)(T 4 )2
oX^ p Y A
= T O x T  F(1'r2,1"r1)"^](y)(TTr")^ ) 23
1-r2<2
- \ ^ y v ly 8^ F(1-r2*1-rl)lf ](y)(T ^ j
( I 121)
( I 122)
where
2->2
3(I121) = F(1"r2*1_ri)^ ](y)(T ^ )3Xo 0 Y
i r 7  C96Y F(1_r2*1_r1) 33T3)Tii :i(y)(T ^ f )2(T T ; )23x B y
■ i C^ ‘^ iy)F(1"r2,1-rl H O x “ ^ y)3(T=4 )
3xa
* {t«*(y) ^ F ( i - r 2.i-r,H3^ir !f):(y ) < ^ j )i
a
* j t ^ y »  ^ F d - r j . t - r ^ ^ - U x , ) : ^ 2
a a 3V XY ♦ 1-1 3
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since
■ 4 [S£ r< r>  ix3 3xdxa 6 Y ^ 3 (I1211J
) ( ^ ) 0 2 
4 3X^ 3Xq ♦ 1 r3 1 r2 a 6
(J1212^
g6Y (y) = 66y and if^(y) = 0
= ( 1 -|2115 + (I1212J
< W  - - i * !  ^
= - l  a ra&y ^
1-r„ - 1-r.
f « ' V r ‘  F ( l - r 2 .t-r,)
■ - ^ ¡ 7 (9&' X^6v)(y)•F(,'r2•'■r')5 ^ !f <y,
♦ 9BT< y ) r ^ ( y ) ^  ( F O - r j . i - r ^ ^ H y )
3x 3XX <)> •
d-r^d-rg)
* 2 rX6y)(») 5f  (FC.-r2,1-r1)5|-J^)<y)3— _ ^
a
1 a2 . (1-r.Hl-rp)
- T (C - - ?  (9 Y  r fiv)(y) ---- T ---- 7 T -* — By 3xx ♦ d - r 3r3x_
^ ^ > : < £ i > 2
(11221>
( 11222 ^
(11221  ^ + 1^1222 ^  *
We next compute U 13):
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2
= J-^~Z F(1-r3,1-r2)<v log v(F(1-r2,1-r1 )^-)>(y)
3Xcx
+ bY (y) F(1-r3,1-r2 )<v log VÍFd-r^.l-r, )^)>(y) 
Y
2 1 ” r
= <v 1o9 v t F d - r g . l - r ^ J X y i i - ^ ) 2
3xa 3
(I13) = L(F(1-r3,1-r2)<7 log <p, v(F(1-r2,1-rl)^)»(y)
1 “T
bY(y) <V log <(>. VÍFd-rg.l-r^-^Xyit^— )
2
(I131} = 7 '^7 <v 1og ViFd-rj.l-r^JXy)
3xa
■ Í - ¿ ¡  < ¿ ®  ^  3Yi ^(F(1-r2.l-r,)!^)J->(y)
I J.
dx7 z ?  C95ß sx^'09 ** g,X 5x7 <F<,‘r2',‘r't)^ 1)<âï7’ 3Ï7>](v)
?rr t9“  9"x •„ sir»’»9 ♦» ?lr <«'-r2. i -V > M
a p
7 : 4  » ? 9ÏX i l r  o «  ♦> s îroX 'ß
(since gÄß g = 6ß )
Sy y
1 _ ¿  r«BA _3_ 
3x,Cg3X
dog <p) (Fd -rg .l-r,)-^ )](y )
■ í - ¿ [9SX w ; ( ' 09 ♦>
■ 7  4  <9SX d -  <>°9 if
(I131}
(I132J
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a
* 2 3S-'*1“ air*109a ß  a X ¿
■ i  * ¿ 7  *9'w' ax  ^ * '°9 * )Hy) a ^ r f (y)
£ -  <g6x 5* -  nog g))(y) ^  > > < S > ] < - ^ )  
a ß a X r Z Z
(since ■£- (log <j>)(y) = 0)
3X6
= (I1311) + (I1312) where
*'l3.1> ■ Ì  t - 4  <56X á -  ♦ )H y ) i | - > ) 3 < ^ )
dX^ p A s
1 3X ^ q * rs3
= ì  C--V-(y)* äl- (log 4>)(y) + gex(y) — §-- (log 4>)(y)
3xa 3Xß 3xa3xg
+ 2 H 3T(y) 3T33r(log *)(y):i 3Ï" íf <y,(T ¿ )a a p A t
' ^ T 009 *><y»  t ^ > » < y) < ^
a X
<■1 3 1 2 » ■ taf <9®x à:*'»9 *»'y » i : « 4 r > » < T S > 2a 3 a X r Z
3\ 2
= C^3x“ *y) 3T (1°9 4>Hy) + 9gX(y)3'x33x 1^og ♦ ^ y 3^ x 
a ß  a ß
Ld ¡ h r  ^ (y)](T ^ i )2A OA»a X 
.2
ax^xT*109 ♦i<y )3c-3ï4r> » ( ^ ) 2
a X a X r Z
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Thus we get:
^1Í 31  ^ = ^11311  ^ + ^11312^
and so:
1-r~ 2
1131 = (I131)(T=r^
1 a3 a .* (l-r.Jd-r,)
= 4 c - 4 — I[log <o)(y) a r  % y ) ]  „  ^
2 3x¿3x, 3xX ♦ (1-r3)a X J
~2 a2 lA 1-r,
+ 3x 3x.^l0g 3x 3x.a X a X
text consider:
tere
( I 132} = ( I Í32)b Y (y ) (1 ^ ? f)
( I 132} “ 7 T  <V 109 ^ (F (r2.1 - r1) ^ ) X y )
Y
Sx""*-9^  3X- 1^og ^  F’(1"r2»1"ri^ §){“ " ^ y ^ 1 - r  J 
Y S \ c
c^|-(gex 3^ n ° g <i>))(y) F d - r j . i - r ^  ¿ ^ ( y >
♦ gex(y) ¿-(log +)(y) ¿-(Fd-r^l-r,)^- i^)(y)](^i)
8 Y Y
' c(! f ~ (y) 3x_(1og * )(y) + geX(y)3F33r(log <*,)(y )) n :  ^ f(y)](T r ; )Y 8 Y 3 X _
:e ¿ - ( lo g  <i>)(y) = 0)
3 8 t r
■ ♦>«»>
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and so we get:
<‘,32> ’ bT' * » » 4 r ‘’°s ♦><’' » < £ -
Y a A J
Thus we obtain:
(*13) = + ^ 179^13V 32
~ ^1311^ + ^1119^ + ^139^312 132
1 a 3 a 1 * ( 1 - r J  (1-r,)
+ 3>r3xr( l0 9 *)(y) 3 3 n 3 T ^ (y)(i^ )2a X a A J
* »y w <3x4 h i°3 ♦ » » « a i r  > » < £ ; > •Y A A J
Thus we obtain:
(Ij) = (Ijj) + (Ij2) + ^ 13  ^•
Me next compute (I,,):
( I2) = F(1-r3.1-r2)L())F(1-r2,1-r1)^ (y )(^ )(y )
- L#F(1-r2.1 -r1)iJ(y)(JA)(y)
- (¡¿)(^)(y )
where (I2) ■ L^F(1-r2,1-r^)-^(y)
=■ F O - r ^ l - r ^ y K ^ K y )  + U F d - ^ . l - r ^ y )  
♦ <V log <p(y), v(F(1-r2,1-rl)^(y)>
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= (^(y ) ) 2 ♦ L(F(1-P2.1-r1)^)(y) 
(since v log <j)(y) = 0)
■ * 1 7 7  (F(1-r2.1-r,)!*)(y)
Xa
- ( > » 2 4 4 > h^ ) 2.
a
Hence we have:
(I2) - «¿) !f(y)
- (tj(y)>3 * t  - 4  ¥ < W  ^ y X - l ^ 1)2.
9 c 3x ^ 9 1 r 2
a
Clearly (Ig) = 0
(since V9(y) = 0) 
and so
9r1*r2*r3(y) = (I,) + (l2> + (l3)
= (I ^
■ (1^ )  + (Ij2) + ^13^ + ^ 2^
= (1^^) + ( ^ 12  ^ + + ^191^ + +113 121' 122
■ ¿ 4 > )> ,< ^ » 2
2 3x* 9 9 1 r 3
a
I A 7 ( 1 - r . )(1-r-)
+ l|v^ (y)|| — -----T-
11 ♦ (l-rg)*
^13^ + ^ 2^
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1 r32 /_6v_X X,  ^ 3 L<(>/ N,^1“r1 ^ 1_r2^
- *  C^ (9 rBy y 3 ^  T (y)] tl_P3)=!
. | :! ! k (y) ^ L . U L (y)](’n , 2
& 3x 3X 3x, * 1 r3a a X
i a3 a i* (1-r,)(1-r2)
Li k r 1,09 ♦)t,) 3 5 r > )]- 7 7 r - t r 2
oc X
2 2 
+ — ----dog <|>)(y) — —
1-r.
(1-r3)<
3x 3x. a X 3x 3x, a X
J# (y )(^ V
1-r,
* (^(y» 3 * 7  -s4  -Li y >  ^ ( y » ^ 2-
Easy integrations show that: 
r
1,
1r 1 t 2 1-r, , ,
(T ^ } dr1dr2dr3 = 3F0-» 0 JO 
1 ,r1 ,r 2 1-r
0 JO Jo 3
1 fr1f r 2 (1-r,)(1-r,)
(^ 7 ? )3 dr1dr2dr3
1
T
rnJo Jo Jo ( « V dr1dr2dr3 = W
f 1 fr1f r 2 1-r, o ,
l o  J o  J o  W i  ■ T O
,1 ,r1rr 2 1-r
0 J o  J o
l - 9 1-r. o i
< T ^ >  (T ^ } dr1dr2dr3 “ OT
Thus
a1 9'
9X
è - 4 ^ » » ^ )  * ¿ 1 »  ^ » u 2
3Xa
m  c" ^ V (y) 9^93t  ^ ?(y)]
lift h"'¿
9x  9 x 0 y 
a  &
r ßv,(y)Ä r » (y)3
ts4Ü“ <*> Ol Aa
[ ä!_(,og *)(,)
>xa8xi x
C37 T x“<|09 +>(,) 3xTxT!f (y):1 
a  X a  X Y
> ) > 3 9Xa
“V y) > ) 5  * 5TO > »
< > (y)3^ > , ] - 7 í c3x f (y> 9x 9x_
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* *  e p i l o g  ♦My) 5 ï4 t > ) )  * i  < > » 3-
a  X a  X
The above is the "raw" expression for b^iy.y) when b = 0 and V e 0. 
The geometric significance is a straightforward computation in terms 
of the curvature at y but it is too long to be included here.
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